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Since October 2019, PEN Belarus has systematically documented the vio-
lations of cultural rights and human rights of cultural workers. This monitor-
ing report contains statistics and analyses of violations in the field of culture 
in 2022. It presents the summarised information collected from open sources 
and in direct communication with cultural figures. 

NB: For users’ information security, we do not provide direct links to infor-
mation sources if, according to current regulations in the Republic of Belarus, 
they are subject to restrictions.

ABOUT THE MONITORING REPORT
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Belarus is in a state of political crisis. The falsifica-
tion of the 9 August 2020 presidential election re-
sults triggered the largest protests in the history of 
independent Belarus, leading to the subsequent 
persecution of protesters. The level of repression 
against cultural workers is unprecedentedly high. 
No less than 108 cultural workers are among the 
political prisoners, and their number is constantly 
growing, as is the number of unfair court sentenc-
es. Tens and hundreds of cultural workers have 
gone through detentions and arrests, interroga-
tions and trials, searches and fines, colonies and 
prisons, and many had to leave the country. 

Politically motivated dismissals continued in 
state institutions, with dozens of public cultural or-
ganisations forcibly liquidated, clubs and art spac-
es closed, and independent publishing houses 
have lost their licenses. In 2022, culture in Belarus 
existed in the conditions of the suppression of dis-
sent and freedom of speech, censorship and cre-
ation of administrative barriers to activities, and 
discrimination against the Belarusian language, 
which is the language of the titular nation, as well 
as distortion of history, and persecution of ethnic 
minorities. Attempting to preserve and survive, 

MAIN RESULTS

cultural workers combine self-censorship and an-
onymity inside the country with transferring prod-
ucts of Belarusian culture abroad.

In 2022, we recorded 1,390 cultural rights vi-
olations and human rights abuses against cultural 
workers. Those include:

 ► 1,004 violations against 518 cultural workers 
and individuals with violated cultural rights; 

 ► 217 violations against 185 cultural organisa-
tions and initiatives;

 ► 113 violations against historical and cultural 
heritage sites or the Belarusian language;

► the data also includes 56 sources with content 
on cultural themes (websites, YouTube chan-
nels, articles, clips, books) or those related to 
cultural workers (their social media accounts) 
that the Ministry of Information of the Republic 
of Belarus included in the list of extremist ma-
terials.

NB: Due to changes in the research methodol-
ogy, this report does not present the comparative 
dynamics of violations for 2020–2022. In 2022, 
we expanded the definition of cultural workers by 

cases of the violation of cultural rights
and human rights of cultural workers

Belarus, 2022
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including teachers and foreign language instruc-
tors and added the topic “culture of memory.” At 
the same time, we stopped including the forced 
departure of cultural workers from Belarus in the 
general statistics of violations. Considering the 
mass nature of the phenomenon, we classified it 
as a current trend. 

THE RIGHT TO A FAIR TRIAL / ACCESS 
TO JUSTICE tops the list with 382 instances 
of violation. In 2022, this violation occurred more 
than once against 201 cultural workers and 
72 organisations in the Belarusian cultural 
sector.  

For the third year in a row, Belarus was a coun-
try of courts. Trials in criminal and administrative 
cases against politically persecuted people re-
sembled a production line. By the end of 2022, 
we knew of 94 criminal trials against 91 cultur-
al workers who as a result were sentenced to cor-
rection in a penal colony, restriction of freedom in 
an open-type correctional facility (“khimiya”1) or 
put under home confinement (the so-called “do-
mestic khimiya”2). These punishments often came 
together with orders to pay monetary compen-
sation to the state authorities or “injured” mem-
bers of the security forces, as well as confisca-
tion of property, mainly mobile phones and lap-

1 This is the colloquial name for one of the penalties 
under criminal law – restriction of freedom with the referral 
to an open-type correctional facility.

2 This is the colloquial name for one of the penalties 
under criminal law – restriction of freedom without the re-
ferral to an open-type correctional facility.

tops. We also learned about 150 administrative 
proceedings against 106 cultural workers, result-
ing in at least 1,670 days, or more than 4.5 years, 
of arrest and 24,010 BYN in fines (approximately 
USD 9,000). 

Belarusian trials violate justice administra‑
tion standards: lasting a few minutes, via video 
link, with police officers under pseudonyms, with 
judges rejecting the majority of defence motions. 
During the year 2022, cultural workers were sub-
ject to administrative procedures, mainly for 
their participation in anti-war protests and use of 
Belarusian (white-red-white) or Ukrainian sym-
bols, or “an unauthorised mass event, picketing” 
(Article 24.23 of the Code of the Administrative 
Offences of the Republic of Belarus) and for re-
posting content from Belarusian independent me-
dia outlets, or “distribution of extremist materials” 
(Article 19.11). If it was not possible to convict a 
detained cultural activist under one of those ar-
ticles, then authorities applied such charges as 
“disobedience to police” (Article 24.3) or “disor-
derly conduct” (Article 19.1). Here is an extract 
from a police report that led to the arrest of a musi-
cian for 14 days: “During a conversation in his of-
fice, he unreasonably began to behaving aggres-
sively, shouting and using obscene language, in-
tentionally striking the chair at least once, and did 
not react to requests to calm down.” In numerous 
cases, court hearings in administrative cases took 
place without prior announcement of a hearing’s 
date, time or location. 

1004

217

113

56

Distribution of the the violations of cultural rights 
and human rights of cultural workers per category

Belarus, 2022

Subjects to violation /  Number of violations

Cultural workers and persons whose cultural
rights were violated

Organisations and communities

Historical and cultural heritage, 
the Belarusian language 

Content related to culture or cultural workers 
that was labeled extremist

N = 1390 (number of cases of violations)
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One of the standard practices in criminal 
proceedings was to hold trials behind closed 
doors “in the interest of protecting state secrets 
and other legally protected secrets.” Such a prac-
tice prevented relatives, the media and the inter-
ested public from being present in the courtroom 
and consequently having an understanding of the 
charges, the parties’ positions and the fairness of 
the sentence. It also deprived the defendants of 
moral support.  

Another practice affecting the right to a fair 
trial and access to justice in 2022 was a higher 
number (seven) of sentence enhancement trials 
against cultural workers.

Appeals do not lead to the reviews of court 
decisions. We know of only one case of a review. 
In October 2022, the Supreme Court considered 
an appeal against the sentencing of librarian Julia 
Laptanovič, eventually reducing her sentence 
from five years to four years and nine months 
and reducing the fine by almost 1,000 BYN (from 
7,650 BYN initially).

In 2022, courts in Belarus forcibly liquidat‑
ed dozens of non-profit cultural organisations. We 
know about four appeals against court decisions, 
none of which were satisfied. 

ARBITRARY DETENTIONS

In 2022, we recorded 213 arbitrary detentions of 
201 cultural workers. 103 detentions led to ad-
ministrative proceedings, while 66 led to criminal 

prosecution. As a result of 15 detentions, cultural 
workers were released either on the same day or 
after three to five days; we do not know whether 
they were held administratively liable. We have no 
information about the outcome of another 29 de-
tentions that did not result in a quick release. 

PERSECUTION FOR DISSENT

In 2021, persecution for dissent topped the rank-
ing of violations. It dropped to third place in 2022 
with 197 cases against 178 cultural workers. 
The change happened not because the scale of 
persecution was smaller, but because we applied 
a modified classification of violations in our mon-
itoring work. In 2022, we introduced the notion 
of administrative persecution, which includes all 
cases of persecution for dissent that ended with 
administrative offence reports. At the same time, 
we started incorporating politically motivated dis-
missal and demotion, reduced teaching hours, 
expulsion from educational institutions, “preven-
tive talks”, and summoning for questioning. The 
Persecution for Dissent category also includes ac-
tions against cultural workers who fled the coun-
try, namely putting them on an international want-
ed list, the destruction of an apartment, searches 
and confiscations of property without subsequent 
detention, and detentions, the outcome of which 
are unknown.

The 2022 monitoring report contains informa-
tion on the following:

 ► 81 dismissals / non-renewals of contract,

382
213

197
168

150
150
141

123
117
104

Top 10 violated human rights of cultural 
workers and cultural rights

Belarus, 2022 

Violation type / frequency

Civil and political rights
Socio-economic rights
Cultural rights

Right to a fair trial and access to justice
Arbitrary detention

Persecution for dissent
Right to legal aid

Administrative obstacles for activities
Administrative persecution

Freedom of expression
Censorship

Conditions in close‑type correctional facilities
Criminal persecution

N = 2778 (violated rights within 1390 
cases of violations)
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 ► 56 searches in the houses of cultural workers,

 ► 32 cases of asset forfeiture,

 ► 3 deportations.

However, given the current political situation 
in the country, all categories of violations against 
cultural workers documented by this monitoring 
(except for copyright issues) could be regarded 
as persecution for dissent. Detention, administra-
tive/criminal persecution of cultural workers, de-
nial of quality legal assistance, deportation, “spe-
cial” conditions of confinement, censorship, au-
thor “blacklists”, etc., etc. in essence are forms of 
persecution for dissent. 

THE RIGHT TO LEGAL AID 
(PROTECTION)

This type of violation ranks 4th with 168 cases 
against 119 cultural workers. The trend system-
atic violations of the right to legal assistance in 
criminal and administrative proceedings, which 
started in 2020 and 2021, continued. The most 
common recorded instance of violation is the 
practice of administrative proceedings, in which 
the lawyer’s role remains ceremonial.

There are also cases when attorneys are de‑
nied meetings with their detained clients, or the 
time spent with them is reduced to a few minutes. 
The practice of revoking the licences of lawyers 
who defend political prisoners continues. The fol-

lowing lawyers defended cultural workers who 
turned political prisoners in 2022, but did not pass 
the attestation procedure on the grounds of alleged 
“systematic violations of the law” or “inability of a 
lawyer to perform professional duties due to insuf-
ficient qualification”: Julia Jurgilevič (Aleś Puškin), 
Maryja Kolesava-Hudzilina (Eduard Palčys), Vital 
Brahiniec (Uladzimir Mackievič, Aleś Bialiacki), 
Uladzimir Pylčanka (Maryja Kaliesnikava, Eduard 
Babaryka, Kaciaryna Andrejeva (Bachvalava)), 
Viktar Mackievič (Viktar Babaryka, Siarhiej 
Cichanoŭski, Ihar Alinievič, Aleś Bialiacki). 

Because of the pressure exerted on lawyers, 
such as the revocation of licences or administra-
tive and criminal prosecution of lawyers them-
selves, we noticed an increase in cases of law-
yers refusing to defend political prisoners.

ADMINISTRATIVE OBSTACLES 
TO IMPLEMENTING ACTIVITIES / 
LIQUIDATION OF ORGANISATIONS

Our monitoring team obtained information on 
150 cases of this type of obstruction concern‑
ing 133 organisations and communities in the 
country’s cultural sector. The number includes 
75 instances of forced liquidation and 75 cases 
of ad-hoc inspections by the Ministry of Justice, 
refusal to issue a touring certificate, cancellation 
of events, orders to suspend activities, refusal to 
register, orders to close down, etc.
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According to the Human Rights Center “Viasna”, 
as of 31 December 2022, there were 1,446 polit‑
ical prisoners in Belarus3. This number includes 
108 cultural workers: 41 are serving criminal 
sentences in penal colonies, 7 have their free-
dom restricted in open-type correctional facilities 
(“khimiya”), 14 are in prisons, 45 are in pre‑
trial detention centres of the Ministry of Interior 
and KGB waiting for either trial or transfer to plac-
es of serving their sentences, 1 is under house 
arrest. 

The following cultural workers are in the col‑
onies: architect Arciom Takarčuk (sentenced 
to 3.5 years); singer, songwriter and IT special-
ist Anatolij Hinievič (2.5 years); concert agency 
director Ivan Kaniavieha (3 years); documentary 
filmmaker and blogger Paval Spiryn (4.5 years); 
UX/UI designer Dzmitry Kubaraŭ (7 years in a 
reinforced regime); drummer Aliaksiej Sančuk 
(6 years in a reinforced regime); culture man-
ager Mia Mitkievič (3 years); writer and pub-
lic figure Paval Sieviaryniec (7 years in a re-
inforced regime); dancers Ihar Jarmolaŭ and 
Mikalaj Sasieŭ (5 years in a reinforced regime); 
philanthropist and politician Viktar Babaryka 
(14 years in a reinforced regime); actor Siarhiej 
Volkaŭ (4 years in a reinforced regime); musician 
Paval Larčyk (3 years); designer and architect 
Rascislaŭ Sciefanovič (8 years in a reinforced re-
gime); musician and DJ Artur Amiraŭ (3.5 years 
in a reinforced regime); history and social stud-
ies teacher Andrej Piatroŭski4 (1.5 years); poet, 
bard and lawyer Maksim Znak (10 years in a re-
inforced regime); musician and manager of cul-
tural projects Maryja Kaliesnikava (11 years); 
musicians Uladzimir Kalač and Nadzieja Kalač 
(2 years each); writer, musician and author of 
the “Our History” (Naša Historyja) magazine 

3 The procedure for recognition as a political prisoner 
is set out in a specific framework document.

4 Andrej Petrovski served his sentence in full and was 
released on 31.01.2023.

CULTURAL WORKERS 
AS POLITICAL PRISONERS  

Andrej Skurko (2.5 years); author of the mu-
sic project and director of the print shop Arciom 
Fiadosienka (4 years); history re-enactor and 
activist Kim Samusienka (6.5 years); author of 
texts for the magazines Naša Historyja and Arche 
Andrej Akuška (2.5 years); musician and activ-
ist Siarhiej Sparyš (6 years); non-fiction Internet 
author and blogger Paval Vinahradaŭ (5 years); 
poet, translator and journalist Andrej Kuźniečyk 
(6 years); architect Ivan Paršyn (2 years); writ-
er and activist Aliena Hnaŭk (3.5 years); jeweller 
and history re-enactor Michail Laban (4 years); 
writer and journalist Kaciaryna Andrejeva 
(Bachvalava) (8 years and 3 months in a rein-
forced regime); author and editor of the Wikipedia 
Paval Piernikaŭ (2 years); former teacher of 
the Belarusian language and literature Emma 
Sciepulionak (2 years); philosopher, meth-
odologist and journalist Uladzimir Mackievič 
(5 years in a reinforced regime); librarian Julija 
Laptanovič (4 years and 9 months); publicist, 
author of prison literature and activist Dzmitry 
Daškievič (1.5 years); local historian and travel-
ler Ihar Haluška (2.5 years); writer, translator and 
literary critic Aliaksandr Fiaduta (10 years in a 
reinforced regime); administrator of the cultural 
and historical Telegram channel Rezystans Mikita 
Sliapionak (3 years in a reinforced regime); artist 
Hanna Kisialiova (1.5 years); Danuta Piarednia, 
a student of Roman-Germanic philology, ex-
pelled from the Kuliašou Mahilioŭ State University 
(6.5 years).

The following cultural workers are serv-
ing criminal sentences of restriction of freedom 
in an open‑type correctional facility: director 
Ihnat Sidorčyk (sentenced to 3 years); designer 
Maksim Taccianok (3 years); film actor Dzianis 
Ivanoŭ (2 years); researcher at the Centre for 
Research of Belarusian Culture, Language and 
Literature of the Academy of Sciences Aliaksandr 
Halkoŭski (1.5 years); web design studio direc-
tor Hlieb Kojpiš (2 years); cellist Illia Hančaryk 
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(4 years); cultural project manager, sociologist 
Tacciana Vadalažskaja (2.5 years). 

Detained in prisons: artist Aliaksandr 
Nurdzinaŭ (sentenced to 4 years in a rein-
forced regime colony); artist and cartoonist Ivan 
Viarbicki (8 years and 1 month in a reinforced re-
gime); author of prison literature, anarchist activ-
ist Mikalaj Dziadok (5 years); history promoter, 
blogger Eduard Palčys (13 years in a reinforced 
regime); author of prison literature, anarchist ac-
tivist Ihar Alinievič (20 years in a reinforced re-
gime); cultural manager, video blogger, politi-
cian Siarhiej Cichanoŭski (18 years in a rein-
forced regime); the artist Aleś Puškin (5 years in 
a reinforced regime); local historian and activist 
Uladzimir Hundar (18 years in a reinforced re-
gime); fiction writer and journalist Siarhiej Sacuk 
(8 years); street artist and IT specialist Dzmitry 
Padrez (7 years in a reinforced regime); archi-
tect Aliaksiej Parecki (3 years); DJ and event 
host Kiryl Žaludok (1 year); cultural managers 
Paval Mažejka (from 30.08.2022) and Siarhiej 
Makarevič (from 04.11.2022).

Cultural workers put on remand by the 
Interior Ministry and the KGB: cultural man-
ager Eduard Babaryka (from 18.06.2020); po-
et and member of the Union of Poles in Belarus 
Andrzej Poczobut5 (from 25.03.2021); author 
and editor, political scientist and analyst Valieryja 
Kasciugova (from 30.06.2021); literary scholar, 

5 On 8 February 2023, Andrzej Poczobut was sen-
tenced to eight years in a reinforced regime colony.

researcher of the history of Belarusian literature, 
essayist and human rights activist, Nobel Peace 
Prize winner Aleś Bialiacki (Ales Bialatski) (from 
14.07.2021);  videographer and cover-perform-
er Hlieb Hladkoŭski6 (from 30.09.2021); photog-
rapher and journalist Gennady Mozheiko (from 
01.10.2021); founder of Symbal.by, cultural pro-
ject manager Paval Bielavus (from 15.11.2021); 
archivist, cultural historian Vaclaŭ Areška7 (from 
19.04.2022); former director of the event agen-
cy KRONA Siarhiej Huń (from 03.06.2022); art-
ist Hienadź Drazdou (no information); sing-
er Meryem Herasimienka8 (from 04.08.2022); 
Andrej Žuk, owner of Banki-Butylki bar (from 
04.08.2022); actor, casting director Viktar Bojka9 
(from 28.08.2022); local historian and journalist 
Jaŭhien Mierkis (from 13.09.2022); philologist, 
Italianist Natallia Dulina (from 03.10.2022); lo-
cal historian and journalist Aliaksandr Lyčaŭka10 
(from 06.10.2022); musicians Uladzimir and 
Dzmitry Karakin (from 13.10.2022); tour guide 

6 On 1 February 2023, Hlieb Hladkoŭski was sen-
tenced to five years in colony.

7 On 5 January 2023, Vaclaŭ Areška was sentenced 
to eight years in a reinforced regime colony.

8 On 19 January 2023, Meryem Hierasimienka was 
sentenced to 3 years of home confinement and released 
from custody.

9 On 3 February 2023, Viktar Bojka was sentenced to 
3 years of home confinement and released from custody.

10 On 13 January 2023, Aliaksandr Lyčaŭka was sen-
tenced to 3 years of home confinement and released from 
custody.

Belarus, 2022

Place of detention / incarceration Number of people

Pre-trial detention centers and facilities /
prison 59
Colony 41

Open-type correctional facility («khimiya») 7
House arrest 1

108 cultural workers as 
political prisoners
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and researcher Valieryja Čarnamorcava11 (from 
18.10.2022); musician Aliaksiej Kuzmin (from 
26.10.2022); documentary filmmaker Larysa 
Ščyrakova (from 06.12.2022). Also author of pris-
on literature, anarchist Aliaksandr Franckievič 
(sentenced to 17 years in a strict regime col-
ony); artist and interior designer Kanstancin 
Prusaŭ (3.5 years in colony); sound engineer 
Vadzim Dzianisienka (2.5 years); bass play-
er Viktar Katoŭski (3 years); DJ Ihar Falievič 
(2 years); librarian Julija Čamlaj (2 years); mu-
sician Uladzislau Pliuščaŭ (3 years); photogra-
pher Aliaksandr Kudlovič (2 years); digital art-
ist Viktar Kulinka (3 years in a reinforced regime 
colony); designer Maryna Markievič (2.5 years); 
documentary film director and journalist Ksienija 
Luckina12 (8 years); poet, journalist and me-
dia manager Andrej Aliaksandraŭ13 (14 years) 
musician Siarhiej Daliviel (2 years); musician 
Kryscina Čarankova (2,5 years); teacher-art-
ist Andrej Raptunovič (4 years); poet, produc-
er and blogger Uladzislaŭ Savin (10 years in a 
reinforced regime); designer and photographer 
Dzianis Šaramieccieŭ (2 years); former histo-
ry teacher, librarian and journalist Edhar Šyrko 
(3 years); light artist Vadzim Vasilieŭ (12 years 
in a reinforced regime); musician Siarhiej 
Nikiciuk (3 years); former English teacher 
Iryna Abdukieryna (4 years); writer Aliaksandr 
Novikaŭ (2 years); participant of folk arts festivals 
Aliaksiej Viačerni (1 year and 9 months); photog-
rapher Valieryj Klimienčanka (1.5 years).

The Chairperson of the Union of Poles in 
Belarus, Andżelika Borys, was transferred to 
house arrest on 25 March after one year in pre-
trial detention. She remains a political prisoner.

Along with 108 political prisoners, at least 17 
other cultural workers [those we know about] are 
in criminal detention: DJ Vitali Kaliesnikaŭ (in 
colony); history re-enactor Vadzim Šylko (in pris-
on); graphic designers Uladzimir Jaršoŭ (in col-
ony) and Siarhiej Stocki (no information); musi-
cian and IT specialist Vadzim Hulievič (in pre-tri-

11 On 16 January 2023, Valieryja Čarnamorcava was 
sentenced to 2.5 years of home confinement and released 
from custody.

12 In mid-January 2023, Ksienija Luckina was trans-
ported to the penal colony. 

13 At the end of January 2023, Andrej Aliaksandraŭ 
was transported to the penal colony.

al detention); literature writer and bard Aliaksiej 
Ilinčyk (in pre-trial detention); illustrator Vadzim 
Bahryj (no information); musician Jaŭhieni 
Hluškoŭ (in pre-trial detention); children’s writ-
er and teacher Dzmitry Jurtajeŭ (in pre-trial de-
tention); cultural manager and director of the in-
itiative “Majontak Padarosk” Jury Mieliaškievič 
and their financial director Dzmitry Karabač (in 
pre-trial detention); graduate student of histo-
ry at Belarusian State University Jury Ulasiuk14 
(in pre-trial detention); history teacher Siarhiej 
Koziel15 (in pre-trial detention); cultural scientist 
and etiquette expert Aksana Zareckaja16 (in pre-
trial detention). And serving a home confinement 
sentence: Rehina Lavar, the creator of Iŭje’s 
Museum of National Cultures; Jury Zialievič, for-
mer director of the Pružanski Palacyk museum; 
and Mark Biarnštejn (Bernstein), author, editor 
of Wikipedia and IT expert.  

We do not have information about the wherea-
bouts of the following cultural workers sentenced 
to the restriction of freedom under home confine-
ment: designer Tacciana Minina; comedian Vasil 
Kraŭchuk; librarian and tour guide Iryna Koval; 
comedian, art director and presenter Aliaksandr 
Tolmačaŭ; ceramist Anastasija Malašuk; 
craftswoman and administrator of the “Alpha 
Business Hub” space Alesia Kureičyk; teacher 
of the Belarusian language and literature Halina 
Tarnoŭskaja; ceramist Natallia Karniejeva; lo-
cal historian and guide Ihar Chmara; architect 
and musician Aliaksandr Kucharenka. The 
sentences handed down against designer Alina 
Kaŭtunoŭskaja and architects Tacciana and 
Ihar Kaliesnik are still unknown. 

Due to the difficulty in obtaining information, 
the consequences of reprisals against some cul-
tural workers are unknown. During 2022, we re-
corded the following detentions, the results of 
which we do not know: musicians Kanstancin 
Zimnicki (detained in February) and Andrej 
Zadziarkoŭski (May); history teacher Andrej 
Darachovič (May); history re-enactor and own-

14 On 6 February 2023, Jury Ulasiuk was declared a 
political prisoner.

15 On 7 February 2023, Siarhiej Koziel was sen-
tenced to 3 years of restriction of freedom under home 
confinement and released in the courtroom.

16 On 6 February 2023, Aksana Zareckaja was de-
clared a political prisoner.
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er of the karaoke bar “Šum” Aliaksiej Hurski 
(June); an employee of the Maslennikau Regional 
Museum in Mahilioū Dzmitry Žuraŭski (June); 
manager of cultural projects and activist Dzmitry 
Bandarčuk; director and founder of the tourist 
company “Viapol” Halina Patajeva (August); mu-
sician Alieh Samsounaŭ (September); writer and 
engineer Vadzim Kruk (October); photographer 
Ruslan Mazanik (October); musicians Andrej 
Havaruška and Aliaksiej Varancoŭ (October); 
photographer Andrej Salaŭ (October); sing-
er Antanina Valkava (November); historian and 

teacher Vitald Jermalionak (November); festival 
organiser Siorhiej Sadoŭski (December); his-
tory teacher Vitali Mahučaŭ (December); pho-
tographers Varvara Miadzviedzieva and Paval 
Miadzviedzieŭ (December).

Noteworthy is the prosecution in 2022 of the 
priest Uladzislaŭ Bahamolnikaŭ (Vladislav 
Bogomolnikov), a philosophy teacher at the 
Minsk Theological Academy, who spent seven 
terms (over 100 days) in uninterrupted detention, 
was put on remand as part of the criminal case, 
but was later released. 
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From November 2020 to late 2022, at least 164 
cultural workers were convicted in criminal tri-
als, eight of them more than once: literary schol-
ar and activist Aliena Hnaŭk – three times; author 
of texts for Naša Historyja and Arche magazines 
Andrej Akuška, musicians Uladzislaŭ Pliuščau 
and Aliaksandr Kazakievič, local historian and ac-
tivist Uladzimir Hundar, literary scholar and jour-
nalist Kaciaryna Andrejeva (Bachvalava), poet, 
producer and blogger Uladzislaŭ Savin and librar-
ian Julija Laptanovič – twice. 

At least 91 cultural workers were convict‑
ed in 2022, three of them twice during the year: 
musicians Uladzislaŭ Pliuščau and Aliaksandr 
Kazakievič Kazakevich and poet, producer and 
blogger Uladzislaŭ Savin. 

Regarding the number of articles in the 
Criminal Code of the Republic of Belarus applied, 
59 cultural workers were charged under one, with 
Aliaksandr Franckievič charged under as many as 
14 articles. Most frequently, charges were brought 
under Article 342 (“Organisation of actions that 
grossly violate public order or active participation 
in them”), which means criminal charges for par-

CRIMINAL PROSECUTION 
OF CULTURAL WORKERS

ticipation in peaceful assemblies at the 2020 pro-
tests. At least 32 cultural workers were convicted 
solely under this article, and nine had these and 
other charges as part of their “crime.” The criminal 
prosecution under Articles 130 (“Incitement of en-
mity or discord”) and 368 (“Insult of the President 
of the Republic of Belarus”) take the second and 
third places in this ‘ranking’. The judicial system of 
Belarus uses them as a punishment for criticism 
of decisions and actions of representatives of the 
state and the country’s power structures. These 
articles were present in the charges against 19 
and 18 culture workers, respectively, usually as 
part of the more extensive set of charges. 

The imprisonment terms for convicted cultural 
workers ranged between 1 and 18 years, most-
ly in penal colonies. Twelve (12) were or will be 
sent to a strict‑regime penal colony and 46 to 
a general‑regime colony. Thirteen (13) cultural 
workers were sentenced to restricted freedom in 
an open‑type correctional facility, while seven-
teen (17) were sentenced to restricted freedom in 
a home confinement. We do not have any infor-
mation on the court rulings for three (3) cultural 
workers who received sentences.

Top 5 articles of the Criminal Code of the Republic of 
Belarus used in charges against sentenced cultural 

workers in 2022

41

19

18

13

8

Organisation of actions that grossly violate public order or active 
participation in them – Art. 342

Incitement of enmity or discord – Art. 130

Insult of the President of the Republic of Belarus – Art. 368

Insult of the governmental official – Art. 369

Creation of or participation in an extremist group – Art. 361-1

Belarusian Criminal Code’s article /    Number of cultural
workers

N = 91  (number of 
sentenced cultural workers)
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During 2022, the following convictions took 
place:

January: Kiryl Saleeŭ17, sound engineer 
(3 years of restricted freedom in an open-type 
correctional facility); Arciom Fiadosienka, music 
project author and print director (4 years in colo-
ny); Kim Samusienka, history re-enactor and ac-
tivist (6.5 years in colony).

February: manager of cultural projects, author 
of a book of fairy tales written in captivity, busi-
nessman Aliaksandr Vasilievič18 (3 years in col-
ony); stage assembler Andrej Ščyhiel (2.5 years 
in an open-type correctional facility); cellist Illia 
Hančaryk (4 years in an open-type correction-
al facility); comedian Vasil Kraŭčuk (2 years of 
restriction of freedom under home confinement); 
artist and interior designer Kanstancin Prusaŭ 
(3.5 years in colony).

March: history teacher Artur Eshvajeŭ19 
(3 years of restricted freedom in an open-type 
correctional facility); author of a non-fiction book, 
journalist Alieh Hruzdzilovič20 (1.5 years in colo-
ny); author of texts for Nasha Gistoriya and Arche 
magazines Andrey Okushko (2.5 years in col-
ony); Andrej Skurko, writer, musician and au-
thor of the magazine Naša Historyja (2.5 years 
in colony); street artist and IT specialist Dzmitry 

17 Left the country for security reasons.
18 Was released in the courtroom due to the expiry of 

his sentence.
19 Left the country for security reasons.
20 Was released on 21.09.2022 on pardon.

Padrez (7 years in a reinforced regime colony); 
non-fiction Internet author and blogger Paval 
Vinahradaŭ (5 years in colony); sound engi-
neer Vadzim Dzianisienika (2.5 years in colo-
ny); amateur theatre actor Kanstancin Šulga21 
(3 years in an open-type correctional facility); di-
rector Dzmitry Pancialiejka22 (1 year in colony); 
artist Aleś Puškin (5 years in a strict regime colo-
ny); poet, blogger and producer Uladzislaŭ Savin 
(8 years in a reinforced regime colony).

April: author and editor of “Wikipedia” Paval 
Piernikaŭ (2 years in colony); bass-guitarist Viktar 
Katoŭski (3 years in colony); former director of 
the museum “Pruzhanskі palacyk” Jury Zialievič 
(1,5 years of restriction of freedom under home 
confinement); musician Vasil Jarmolienka23 
(3 years of restricted freedom in an open-type cor-
rectional facility).

May: graphic designer Halina Siemiačka24 
(3 years of restriction of freedom under home 
confinement); theatre performer Viera Cvikievič25 
(1 year in colony); former Russian language 
and literature teacher Anastasija Kucharava26 
(3 years of home confinement); jeweller and his-

21 Left the country for security reasons.
22 Served his sentence in full and was released on 

25.11.2022.
23 Left the country for security reasons.
24 Left the country for security reasons.
25 Served her sentence in full and was released on 

26.10.2022, having been deported.
26 Left the country for security reasons.

penal colony

home 
confinement

open-type 
correctional 

facility
data unavailable

cultural workers
sentenced
in Belarus

in 202291
Type of punishment:

N = 91 (cultural worker)

58

17

3

1–18 years

2–4 years

1,5–3 years
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tory re-enactor Michail Laban (4 years in colony); 
architect Ivan Paršyn (2 years in colony).

June: music college student Tacciana 
Barysovič27 (3 years of restricted freedom in an 
open-type correctional facility); cultural project 
manager and sociologist Tacciana Vadalažskaja 
(2.5 years of restricted freedom in an open-type 
correctional facility); poet, translator and journal-
ist Andrej Kuźniečyk (6 years in an enforced 
regime colony); former French teacher Iryna 
Jaŭmienienka28 (3 years of restricted freedom 
in an open-type correctional facility); chief editor 
of the Belarus newspaper “Novy Chas” Aksana 
Kolb29 (2,5 years of restricted freedom in an 
open-type correctional facility); writer and activist 
Aliena Hnaŭk (3,5 years in colony); librarian and 
tour guide Iryna Koval (3 years of restriction of 
freedom under home confinement); comedian, art 
director and TV presenter Aliaksandr Talmačoŭ 
(3 years of restriction of freedom under home con-
finement); philosopher, methodologist and publi-
cist Uladzimir Mackievič (5 years of reinforced 
regime colony); author, editor of Wikipedia and IT 
specialist Mark Biarnštejn (Bernstein) (3 years 
of restriction of freedom under home confine-
ment); writer Aliaksandr Novikaŭ (2 years in 
colony); musician and violin teacher Aksana 
Kaspiarovič30 (1 year and two months in colony); 
designer Alina Kautunoŭskaja (sentence un-
known).

July: Danuta Piarednia31 (6.5 years in colo-
ny), a former student of Roman-Germanic phi-
lology at Mahilioŭ State University named after 
Kuliašoŭ; DJ Ihar Faliejčyk (2 years in colony); 
participant in folk art festivals Aliaksiej Viačerni 
(1 year and nine months in colony); writer and 
journalist Kaciaryna Andrejeva (Bachvalava) 
(8 years and three months in a reinforced re-
gime colony); journalist, author of prison literature 
and activist Dzmitry Daškievič (1.5 years in col-
ony); local historian and traveller Ihar Haluška 
(2.5 years in colony); ceramist Anastasija 

27 Left the country for security reasons.
28 Left the country for security reasons.
29 Left the country for security reasons.
30 Served her sentence in full and was released on 

08.07.2022.
31 On 22 November, Danuta Piarednia’s case was re-

tried (due to a formal error).

Malašuk (3 years of home confinement); librar-
ian Julija Čamlaj (2 years in colony); librarian 
Julija Laptanovič (5 years in colony); musician 
Aliaksandr Kazakievič (1.5 years of home con-
finement); architect Aliaksiej Parecki (3 years 
in colony); craftswoman and administrator of 
the Alfa-Business Hub space Alesia Kurejčyk 
(3 years of home confinement).

August: photographer Valieryj Klimienčanka 
(1.5 years in colony); musician Uladzislaŭ 
Pliuščaŭ (2 years in colony); photographer 
Aliaksandr Kudlovič (2 years in colony); creative 
director of the architectural bureau Kanstancin 
Vysočyn32 (3 years of restricted freedom in an 
open correctional facility); commercial director 
of the Silver Screen cinema chain Aliaksandr 
Dziemidovič33 (2.5 years of restricted freedom in 
an open-type correctional facility).

September: Viktar Kulinka, a digital art-
ist (3 years in a reinforced regime colony); 
Aliaksandr Fiaduta, a writer, translator and lit-
erary scholar (10 years in a reinforced regime 
colony); Mikita Sliepianok, administrator of the 
cultural-historical Telegram channel Rezystans 
(3 years in a reinforced regime colony); author 
of prison literature, anarchist activist Aliaksandr 
Franckievič (17 years in a strict regime colony); 
artist Hanna Kisialiova (1.5 years in colony); de-
signer Maryna Markievič (2.5 years in colony); 
musician Aliaksandr Kazakievič (2 years of 
home confinement); documentary filmmaker and 
journalist Ksienija Luckina (8 years in colony).

October: poet, journalist and media manager 
Andrej Aliaksandraŭ (14 years in colony); mu-
sician Siarhiej Daliviel (2 years in colony); local 
historian and activist Uladzimir Hundar (18 years 
in a reinforced regime colony); designer and pho-
tographer Dzianis Šaramieccieŭ (2 years in col-
ony); Belarusian language and literature teach-
er Halina Tarnoŭskaya34 (home confinement); 
concert organiser and activist Illia Mironaŭ35 
(1.5 years in colony); fiction writer and journal-
ist Siarhiej Sacuk (8 years in colony); poet, pro-
ducer and blogger Vladislav Savin (retrial, total – 

32 Left the country for security reasons.
33 Left the country for security reasons.
34 Term is unknown.
35 Was released in the courtroom due to the expiry of 

his sentence.
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10 years in a reinforced regime colony); history 
teacher and librarian Edhar Šyrko (3 years in col-
ony).

November: ceramist Natallia Karniejeva 
(3 years of home confinement); musician and so-
cial activist Barys Kučynski (3 years of home con-
finement); local historian, tour guide and journal-
ist Ihar Chmara (2.5 years of home confinement); 
Vadzim Vasiljeŭ, a lighting designer (12 years in 
a reinforced regime colony); Andrej Raptunovič, 
a teacher-artist (4 years in colony); musician 
Kryscina Čarankova (2.5 years in colony); ar-
chitect and musician Aliaksandr Kucharenka 
(2 years in an open-type correctional facility); for-
mer teacher of Belarusian language and literature 
Emma Sciepulionak (2 years in colony); mu-

sician Siarhiej Nikiciuk (3 years in colony); re-
enactor on Stalin’s Defense Line Vadzim Šylko 
(3 years in colony); musician Uladzislaŭ Pluščaŭ 
(repeated trial, total – 3 years in colony); former 
English teacher Iryna Abdukieryna (4 years in 
colony); English teacher Darja Cyrkun (3 years 
of home confinement); architects Tacciana and 
Ihar Kalesnik (sentences unknown).

December: musician and IT specialist Vadzim 
Hulievich (18 years in a reinforced regime colo-
ny); DJ and event host Kiryl Žaludok (1 year in 
colony); tour guide Oksana Mankievič (3 years of 
restriction of freedom under home confinement); 
historian Jaŭhieni Hurynaŭ (2.5 years of restric-
tion of freedom under home confinement).
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In 2022, we recorded 117 violations of the condi-
tions of detention of cultural workers in detention 
facilities of the Ministry of Internal Affairs and the 
KGB. This is only a tiny fraction of what happens 
with political prisoners behind the walls of prisons. 

Prisoners under administrative offences are 
placed in the following conditions in detention: to-
tal lack of sanitation, repeated overcrowding, cold, 
draught, lack of mattresses and bed linen, lights on 
around the clock, inedible food, homeless people 
“planted” in their cells to infest inmates with lice, 
night checks, refusal or poor quality of medical 
care, harsh and rude treatment by prison staff and 
other facts of pressure. We receive reports from de-
tainees and criminal convicts about restrictions on 
walks, reading, exercise, refusal of calls and visits 
from relatives, denial of hospitalisation and parcels, 
and blocking correspondence. From 1 June 2022, 
authorities cancelled an additional “vitamin” pack-
age, which allowed prisoners to receive a specif-
ic set of fruit and vegetables weighing up to 10 kg 
once every 30 days. We collected evidence of prob-
lems with correspondence from dozens of impris-
oned cultural workers. This is also confirmed by the 
termination of the project “Squared Letters” (Pisma 
v kletočku)36, which cited the lack of feedback from 
political prisoners for more than six months as one 
of the reasons for this decision. Correspondence 
was significantly curtailed after Russia’s military ag-
gression against Ukraine. 

Prison administration routinely subjects inmates 
to various kinds of pressure, such as searches, 
provocation, overwork, miserable wages and diffi-
cult working conditions both in colonies and open-
type correctional facilities. Nevertheless, penitentia-
ry administrations apply additional methods of pres-
sure: issuing reprimands for spurious reasons; 
placement on a preventive register of inmates 
“prone to extremism and other destructive actions” 
(entails extra work, checks, deprivation and control 
for such prisoners, their clothes and beds marked 

36 https://www.instagram.com/p/CiHa-
Y6IXLe/?igshid=YmMyMTA2M2Y%3D.

CONDITIONS OF DETENTION 
AND THE PRACTICE OF REPRESSION 

IN DETENTION FACILITIES

with yellow tags), which is the most common cat-
egory for political prisoners; placement in a puni‑
tive isolation ward (SHIZO) or a punishment cell. 

Political prisoners routinely end up in a cell‑
type facility (CTF) for “systematic” violations of 
the penal colony rules. CTF is a prison cell that 
can only be left for work or a half-hour daily walk, 
where parcels, letters, and shopping in the prison 
shop are restricted. During the analysed period, 
the following cultural workers were put (or remain) 
there: the author of prison literature and anarchist 
activist Mikalaj Dziadok (for four months), cam-
eraman Viačaslaŭ Lamanosaŭ (term unknown), 
artist Aleś Puškin (for five months), UX/UI de-
signer Dzmitry Kubaraŭ (six months), writer, bard 
and lawyer Maksim Znak (term in unknown), writ-
er and activist Aliena Hnaŭk (two months).

Following the SHIZO and CTF punishment 
types are the transfer to the prison regime or ini‑
tiation of a new criminal case under Article 411 
of the Criminal Code (“persistent disobedience to 
the demands of the administration of a penal insti-
tution”). These two types of penalties became wide-
ly practised during the analysed period. According 
to the Human Rights Centre “Viasna”, in 2022, at 
least 41 political prisoners, including six (6) cultur-
al workers, were transferred to the prison regime: 
artist and cartoonist Ivan Viarbicki (the term un-
known), artist Aliaksandr Nurdzinaŭ (2 years), au-
thor of prison literature Mikalaj Dziadok (2 years 
and 10 months), cultural manager, video blogger 
and politician Siarhiej Cichanoŭski (3 years), au-
thor of prison literature Ihar Alinievič (the term 
unknown), history promoter and blogger Eduard 
Palčys (the term unknown) and artist Aleś Puškin 
(1.5 years). New criminal cases under Article 411 
of the Criminal Code were initiated against 16 [by 
the end of 2022] political prisoners, including Ivan 
Viarbicki. [In January, it became known that Siarhiej 
Cichanoŭski and Aliena Hnaŭk faced similar charg-
es]. In April 2022, poet Mikalaj Papieka saw his 
sentence replaced from restriction of freedom in an 
open-type correction facility to 8.5 months in prison. 

https://www.instagram.com/p/CiHa-Y6IXLe/?igshid=YmMyMTA2M2Y%3D
https://www.instagram.com/p/CiHa-Y6IXLe/?igshid=YmMyMTA2M2Y%3D
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On 24 February 2022, the Russian Federation launched military action against 
Ukraine. Belarus provided its territory to Russian forces for missile launches 
and the movement of military equipment. On 27-28 February, against the 
background of the referendum on amending the Constitution of the Republic 
of Belarus, rallies against Russia’s invasion of Ukraine and Belarus’ complici-
ty in the war took place, resulting in the detention of at least 1000 people, ac-
cording to the Human Rights Centre “Viasna”. In total, at least 2,000 people, 
including cultural workers, were detained during such protests in 2022.

In 2022, cultural workers were detained for anti-war statements and sup-
porting Ukraine and its culture: for participating in anti-war rallies, praying for 
peace, publishing and making statements on social media, posting “fake” ma-
terials about the war, sending anti-war letters to state authorities, using official 
Ukrainian (blue and yellow) symbols and a combination of these two colours, 
writing in support of Ukraine, laying flowers at the monument to the Ukrainian 
classicist Taras Shevchenko and performing songs in the Ukrainian language. 

In most cases, detained cultural workers were charged with such admin-
istrative offences as “unauthorized mass event” and “disobedience to police 
officers.” After their release, some would also experience dismissal from a 
state organisation, or an educational institution, deportation or a 10-year ban 
on entry into Belarus for foreign nationals (as was the case with theatre actor 
Maksim Shishko). Some administrative proceedings have since transformed 
into criminal cases, mainly under the “popular” Article 342, based on evidence 
of cultural workers’ participation in street protests back in 2020. Those exam-
ples include Wikipedia author and editor Mark Biarnštejn (Bernstein) (initially 
detained for editing articles on Wikipedia about Russia’s invasion of Ukraine), 
French language teacher Iryna Jaŭmienienka (detained on the referendum 
day), singer Meryem Herasimienka (detained for performing, among other 
things, the song “Obiymy” by Ukrainian band Okean Elzy). 

Authorities initiated criminal prosecution against Danuta Piarednia, a student 
of Romance-Germanic philology at Kuliašoŭ Mahilioŭ State University with the 
record of excellent academic performance [expelled], who reposted an anti-war 
text calling to speak out against the war in Ukraine. She was convicted under 
Articles 368 (insulting the President of the Republic of Belarus) and 361 (calls to 
actions aimed at harming the national security of the Republic of Belarus) in the 
Criminal Code of the Republic of Belarus and sentenced to 6.5 years in prison. 
In June, Danuta Piarednia was placed on the list of “persons involved in terror-
ist activities.” A 20-year-old artist Andrej Raptunovič was sentenced to 4 years 
in prison under two articles of the Criminal Code, including Article 361-3 in the 
Criminal Code, for the attempt to join the regiment of Belarusians fighting for the 
independence of Ukraine. This article punishes for the participation in an armed 
formation or armed conflict, military actions, and recruitment or training of per-
sons for such involvement on the territory of a foreign state.

PERSECUTION OF CULTURAL WORKERS 
FOR THEIR ANTI‑WAR STANCE AND SUPPORT 

OF UKRAINE
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Persecution of disloyal cultural workers, who were forced to leave Belarus, 
took new forms in 2022. The previous practice of spreading insulting state-
ments [defamation and discrediting in the state media], criminal prosecu-
tion, searches of the places of residence, destruction of apartments, arrest 
of property, pressure on relatives and international wanted listings evolved 
into introducing an ad-hoc procedure of trial in absentia. On 21 July 2022, 
Lukashenka signed the Law “On Amendments to the Criminal Procedure 
Code of the Republic of Belarus”37, which allows for the trial of Belarusians 
who are currently abroad, if they are accused of mass disorder, terrorism, and 
state treason. Thus, the case against Paval Latuška (Pavel Latushko), the 
former director of the Kupalaŭski Theatre (2019-2020) and Minister of Culture 
of the Republic of Belarus (2009-2012), will also be considered in these ad-
hoc proceedings. 

37 https://president.gov.by/ru/events/Aliaksandr-lukashenko-podpisal-zakon-ob-
izmenenii-ugolovno-processualnogo-kodeksa-respubliki-belarus.

PERSECUTION OF CULTURAL 
WORKERS WHO FLED 

THE COUNTRY

https://president.gov.by/ru/events/Aliaksandr-lukashenko-podpisal-zakon-ob-izmenenii-ugolovno-processualnogo-kodeksa-respubliki-belarus
https://president.gov.by/ru/events/Aliaksandr-lukashenko-podpisal-zakon-ob-izmenenii-ugolovno-processualnogo-kodeksa-respubliki-belarus
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In 2022, authorities continued using anti-ex-
tremist legislation against opponents of the re-
gime. Under the disguise of combating extrem-
ism and terrorism, they suppressed all forms of 
expression. Human rights organisations (Viasna, 
Human Constanta, BAJ, Sova) point to a new 
trend of the extremely broad interpretation of ex-
tremism legislation, which started after the August 
2020 protests. The current law enforcement prac-
tice in Belarus treats as “extremism” participation 
in peaceful demonstrations, writing comments 
condemning violence on social media, or leav-
ing emotional remarks about a representative of 
the authorities. On 5 January 2022, Lukashenka 
signed the Law on Amendments to the Law “On 
Citizenship of the Republic of Belarus”38, which in-
cludes an option to deprive Belarusians of their 
citizenship for “extremist” activities.

The Ministry of Internal Affairs (MIA) of Belarus 
maintains three lists39: “List of citizens of the 
Republic of Belarus, foreign persons or stateless 
persons involved in extremist activities”, “List of 
organisations, individual entrepreneurs involved 
in extremist activities” (introduced without a court 
decision) and “The National List of Extremist 
Materials” (by court decision). All three lists are 
being constantly updated with new entries. 

The first 140 names in the list of “citizens in-
volved in extremist activities” were made public in 
March 2022. At the end of the year, this number 
was already 2,236, including at least 102 cultur-
al workers. 

The “list of organisations and self-employed 
individuals involved in extremist activities”, sim-
ilar to the list of citizens mentioned above, was 
introduced in June 2021 after the amendment of 
the Law “On Countering Extremism”. It contains 
new initiatives which emerged in the wake of the 

38 https://president.gov.by/ru/events/vneseny-pop-
ravki-v-zakon-o-grazhdanstve-respubliki-belarus.

39 https://www.mvd.gov.by/ru/news/8642.

THE USE OF ANTI‑EXTREMIST 
LEGISLATION TO SUPPRESS 

DISSENT

2020 protest movement and such long-estab-
lished independent organisations as the BelaPAN 
news agency, Belsat satellite TV channel, Radio 
Free Europe/Radio Liberty’s Belarusian service 
and others. 107 entities were on the list by the 
end of the year, including those 80 added during 
2022. Of these, 10 “extremist organisations” be-
long to the field of culture: Belarusian Council for 
Culture, an initiative that supports and promotes 
Belarusian culture; the Internet portal Tut.by, 
which had the Playbill (Afisha) section dedicated 
to culture; Naša Niva, European Radio for Belarus 
(Euroradio) and Kyky.org, which have Culture 
sections on their websites; regional media out-
lets Flagštok (Homiel) and Hrodna.life (Hrodna), 
which, among others, covers culture and preser-
vation of historical heritage; the Telegram chan-
nels about Belarusian history and culture Historyja 
and Rezystans; the VKontakte group “Let’s Make 
Belarusian the Only State Language!” 

“The national list of extremist materials” is the 
oldest of the three, run since September 2008, 
after the adoption of the Law “On Countering 
Extremism” [2007]. It is difficult to calculate the to-
tal number of pieces of content in it, as the num-
bering is not maintained. Still, it is evident that 
since the second half of 2020, the list has been ex-
panding nearly uncontrollably. During the last year 
alone, the National Commission on Assessment 
of Information Products for the Presence or 
Absence of Extremism reported that it had evalu-
ated 1400materials and established the existence 
of extremism and rehabilitation of Nazism fea-
tures40 in 1379 of them (98.5%), adding the cor-
responding titles to the list. Among those added 
to the list in 2022, we single out 56 items relat-
ed to the field of culture or cultural workers (al-
though upon closer examination, there could be 
many more). These include:

40 National Information Product Evaluation 
Commission.

https://president.gov.by/ru/events/vneseny-popravki-v-zakon-o-grazhdanstve-respubliki-belarus
https://president.gov.by/ru/events/vneseny-popravki-v-zakon-o-grazhdanstve-respubliki-belarus
https://www.mvd.gov.by/ru/news/8642
https://edinstvo.by/2023/01/09/otchet-o-deyatelnosti-deputata-palaty-predstavitelej-naczionalnogo-sobraniya-respubliki-belarus-po-borisovskomu-selskomu-izbiratelnomu-okrugu-%E2%84%9663-lilii-ananich/
https://edinstvo.by/2023/01/09/otchet-o-deyatelnosti-deputata-palaty-predstavitelej-naczionalnogo-sobraniya-respubliki-belarus-po-borisovskomu-selskomu-izbiratelnomu-okrugu-%E2%84%9663-lilii-ananich/
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 ► 12 songs: 10 songs by the Tor Band, the song 
“Our Father is Bandera, Ukraine is Mother”, 
and the musical sketch “KhaiTak – Quietly On 
the White Wall of a City Council”.

 ► 10 books: Viktar Liachar, “The Military History 
of Belarus. Heroes. Symbols. Colours”; Anatol 
Taras, “Belarus at the Crossroads. Collection of 
articles”; Alhierd Bacharevič, “Dogs of Europe”; 
Zmicier Lukašuk, Maksim Harunoŭ, “Belarusian 
National Idea”; Kanstancin Zalesski, “Scientific 
and popular edition: “Heroes” Luftwaffe. First 
Personal Encyclopaedia”; Anatol Taras, “A 
Short Course of the History of Belarus in the IX-
XXI Centuries”; Sviatlana Kazlova, manuscript 
“Agrarian Patriotism of the Nation in Western 
Belarus: Planning. Occupation. Azhytsovlenie 
(1941-1944)”; Joseph Brodsky, “The Tale of 
the Little Buksir” (translated by Aleś Alejnik); 
Uladzimir Arloŭ, Pavel Tatarniokaŭ, “Homeland: 
A Short History”. In 2 parts. Part 1 “From 
Rahnieda to Kosciuszko”; Otto Skorzeny, “The 
Unknown War”. [At the time of publication, the 
list has grown to 24 books].

 ► Media websites with content on cul‑
tural issues: Bielaruskaie Radio Racyja, 
Rehijanalnaja Hazieta, Viciebski Kurier, me-
dia-polesye.by, nadniemnemgrodno.pl, MOST, 
Polskieradio.pl, Polskieradio24.pl, The Village 
Belarus, Carkva newspaper and others.

 ► Other materials: the websites of shops sell-
ing national symbols Symbal.by and Roskvit, 
the website and social media accounts of the 
Belarusian Council of Culture, YouTube chan-
nel, Patreon and social networks of Tor Band, 
the clip “Flowers and Bullets” and YouTube 
channel of Deadfall, YouTube channels “Life 
is Raspberry” (Zhizn-Malina), “Ms. Anne 
Nittelnacht” (a Jewish cultural research pro-
ject), and several others. 

“The list of organisations and individuals in-
volved in terrorist activities”41 is maintained by 
the Committee for State Security (KGB). Since the 
autumn of 2020, the list includes not only names 
of internationally recognised terrorists but also 
Belarusian public figures and activists, including 
representatives of the cultural field. In 2022, the 
list included 14 cultural workers: Siarhiej Sparyš, 

41 https://www.kgb.by/ru/perechen-inf-ru/.

Maksim Znak, Maryja Kaliesnikava, Danuta 
Piardenia, Aksana Kaspiarovič, Aliaksiej 
Parecki, Ivan Viarbicki, Julija Chamlaj, Paval 
Vinahradaŭ, Siarhiej Cichaŭnoski, Viktar 
Katoŭski, Ivan Paršyn, Andrej Pačobut and 
Ihar Haluška. Ihar Alinievič, Paval Latuška, Anton 
Matolka (Motolko) and Vadzim Hilievič featured in 
the list as far back as late 2021. In total, at least 
18 people associated with the field of culture were 
declared “terrorists” in Belarus.

13 cultural workers remain on both lists – “ex-
tremist” and “terrorist” – due to the similarity of the 
selection criteria, human rights defenders point 
out.

As Paval Sapielka, a lawyer with the Human 
Rights Centre “Viasna”, notes, people on such 
lists suffer a significant “loss of rights” during the 
term of conviction and beyond. The lists also affect 
the ability to engage in certain activities (in partic-
ular, publishing and teaching), create difficulties in 
carrying out financial transactions (blocking bank 
accounts), and others.   

***

In November 2022, authorities added the greet-
ing “Žyvie Belarus!” (Long Live Belarus!) and the 
response “Žyvie!” to the “list of Nazi symbols and 
paraphernalia”42. The slogan “Žyvie Belarus!” 
is called by propaganda media “collaborationist 
greeting”43. However, it is not clear from the docu-
ment whether it is considered “Nazi” to pronounce 
this slogan without sign accompaniment.  

42 https://pravo.by/document/?guid=12551&p0=W22
238985&p1=1&p5=0.

43 https://www.belta.by/society/view/kollaboratsion-
istskoe-privetstvie-vkljucheno-v-perechen-natsistskoj-
simvoliki-i- atributiki-534099-2022/.

https://www.kgb.by/ru/perechen-inf-ru/
https://pravo.by/document/?guid=12551&p0=W22238985&p1=1&p5=0
https://pravo.by/document/?guid=12551&p0=W22238985&p1=1&p5=0
https://www.belta.by/society/view/kollaboratsionistskoe-privetstvie-vkljucheno-v-perechen-natsistskoj-simvoliki-i- atributiki-534099-2022/
https://www.belta.by/society/view/kollaboratsionistskoe-privetstvie-vkljucheno-v-perechen-natsistskoj-simvoliki-i- atributiki-534099-2022/
https://www.belta.by/society/view/kollaboratsionistskoe-privetstvie-vkljucheno-v-perechen-natsistskoj-simvoliki-i- atributiki-534099-2022/
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There were 217 violations concerning cultural or-
ganisations recorded in 2022. Almost half of those 
cases have to do with the activities of non-govern-
mental organisations. The most widespread vio-
lations against the rights of civil society organisa-
tions and initiatives in Belarus in the last two years 
are the creation of administrative obstacles to car-
rying out activities, violation of the right to freedom 
of association, and censorship.  

FORCED LIQUIDATION

Since January 2021, Lawtrend and the OECD 
monitor the involuntary liquidation of NGOs44. 
In 2022, 411 NGOs were forcibly dissolved, in-
cluding 74 organisations of cultural nature that fo-
cused on writing, theatre, history, dance, and oth-
ers. 25 of them were the oldest organisations 
established back in the 1990s. Those are non-
profit organisation such as “Polish folk Traditions 
Club” (1994), “The Polish Culture Society in 
Lidčyna” (1994), “Polska Macierz Szkolna” (1996) 
in the Hrodna region; “Polack Jewish Cultural 
Centre” (1992), “Viciebsk Musical Society” (1994) 
in the Viciebsk region; “Belarusian Association 
of Architecture Students” (1994), “Belarusian 
Association of Historians” (1994), “Belarusian 
Association of Piano Teachers” (1996), “Belarusian 
Association of Germans “German House” (1997), 
“Padarožnaya Družyna Bielarusaŭ “Kaliadniki” 
(1999) in the Minsk region, and others.

According to the results of the two-year moni-
toring, the list contains information on 750 NGOs45, 
183 of which are cultural organisations.

In parallel to forced liquidation, the self‑liqui‑
dation of non-profit organisations took place in 
2022. The monitoring does not keep records of 

44 Monitoring of NGOs in the process of involuntary 
liquidation.

45 NGOs of four legal forms are subject to monitor-
ing: public associations, foundations, private institutions 
and associations.

PRESSURE ON CIVIL 
SOCIETY ORGANISATIONS 

IN THE CULTURAL SECTOR

the self-liquidation of NGOs; however, it is crucial 
to understand that most of those instances were 
forced decisions by the founders of organisations 
due to the unfavourable socio-political situation in 
the country and often due to pressure from the au-
thorities. By late 2022, Lawtrend46 listed 417 civ-
il society organisations that self-liquidated during 
the same year, including 34 that we regard as rep-
resenting the field of culture. Most of those organ-
isations were in the Brest region (15 out of 34) 
and in Minsk (8). All in all, in 2021–2022 forced 
liquidation and self‑liquidation were behind 
the loss of 1167 non‑governmental organisa‑
tions. At least 280 of them were from the cul‑
tural sector. 

CRIMINAL LIABILITY FOR 
ORGANISING AND PARTICIPATION 
IN THE ACTIVITIES 
OF AN UNREGISTERED ORGANISATION

In January 2022, the Law of the Republic of 
Belarus No. 144-Z “On Amendment of the Codes” 
came into force, reintroducing Article 1931 in the 
Criminal Code of Belarus (abolished in 2019), 
which established responsibility for the Illegal or-
ganisation or participation in the activities of a 
public association. Organising and participating in 
the activities of an organisation without the regis-
tration is again punishable by up to two years in 
prison. According to reports, the prosecutor’s of-
fice of the Hrodna region initiated a criminal case 
against the management of Klerygata Ltd over the 
illegal organisation of the association and partic-
ipation in it47. This company served as the foun-
dation for the operation of the Union of Poles in 
Belarus 

46 Decision by non-profit organisations to self-de-
struct.

47 https://prokuratura.gov.by/ru/media/novosti/nad-
zor-za-resheniyami-po-ugolovnym-i-grazhdanskim-de-
lam/nezakonno-organizova/.

https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1qHDjDaoq1Fz9TnVsbTIh-sFbWP_4U1faraytI8AuKXM/edit%23gid=0
https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1qHDjDaoq1Fz9TnVsbTIh-sFbWP_4U1faraytI8AuKXM/edit%23gid=0
https://www.lawtrend.org/freedom-of-association/situatsiya-so-svobodoj-assotsiatsij-i-organizatsiyami-grazhdanskogo-obshhestva-respubliki-belarus-obzor-za-dekabr-2021-g?fbclid=IwAR1KXVPfW7JMAjFkgCMyaMZrrmIcbqAhDtG3aW6_0WiQZ4n4qnkpv5hjlwU
https://www.lawtrend.org/freedom-of-association/situatsiya-so-svobodoj-assotsiatsij-i-organizatsiyami-grazhdanskogo-obshhestva-respubliki-belarus-obzor-za-dekabr-2021-g?fbclid=IwAR1KXVPfW7JMAjFkgCMyaMZrrmIcbqAhDtG3aW6_0WiQZ4n4qnkpv5hjlwU
https://prokuratura.gov.by/ru/media/novosti/nadzor-za-resheniyami-po-ugolovnym-i-grazhdanskim-delam/nezakonno-organizova/
https://prokuratura.gov.by/ru/media/novosti/nadzor-za-resheniyami-po-ugolovnym-i-grazhdanskim-delam/nezakonno-organizova/
https://prokuratura.gov.by/ru/media/novosti/nadzor-za-resheniyami-po-ugolovnym-i-grazhdanskim-delam/nezakonno-organizova/
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REDUCING THE LIST OF NGOS 
ELIGIBLE FOR OFFICE RENTAL 
PRIVILEGES 

The practice of depriving organisations of 
the benefits continued. On 30 March 2022, 
the 27 December 2021 Council of Ministers’ 
Resolution came into force, significantly reducing 
the list of NGOs entitled to a 90 per cent discount 
for the rental of premises. The new list does not 
include 80 public associations and foundations 
from the previous one. Respectively, 78 of those 
organisations experienced a ten-fold increase in 
office rental fees since April 2022 [2 were self-
liquidated in December 2021]. This number in-
cludes 15 public associations and organisations 
with cultural component in their activities: the 

Belarusian Union of Architects, the Belarusian 
Union of Masters of Folk Art, the Belarusian Union 
of Musicians, the Belarusian Union of Theatre 
Workers, the International Public Association 
“Mutual Understanding”, several associations 
of Jews and others. Most of these organisations 
have operated in Belarus for more than 25 years. 
At the same time, the list of NGOs eligible for an 
exemption now includes the pro-governmental 
association Patriots of Belarus, registered in late 
2020. 

In the last two years, authorities reduced the 
number of non-profit organisations who could re-
ceive support in renting premises from 195 to 23. 
By the time of the adoption of this regulation in 
2010, nearly 500 of them were receiving such 

74
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benefit. All public associations were entitled to this 
benefit48 before the introduction of this list. 

IMPOSING SANCTIONS ON PUBLIC 
ASSOCIATIONS 

In October 2022, we noticed a new trend of sanc-
tions against NGOs: suspension of their activ-
ities49. There have been at least seven such 
cases, including three that classify as cultural: 
Organisation of Friendship of Iranians, the “Dance 
and Sports League”, and the “Lyudmila Dance 
and Sports Club” children’s public association.

***

Apart from the above, non-governmental cultural 
sector faced increased attention from the Ministry 
of Justice, resulting in refusals to approve money 
transfers and register funding with the Department 
for Humanitarian Affairs, “recommendations” from 
security bodies not to hold certain events and un-
expected termination of premises rental contracts.  

It is also worth noting the situation when do-
main names previously owned by blocked organ-
isations use. For example, pen-centre.by, the do-
main PEN Belarus, was initially blocked and even-
tually liquidated in August 2021. Currently it hosts 
a PEN tourist service, looking more like a fraudu-
lent site, and this is not an isolated case.

48 https://www.lawtrend.org/freedom-of-association/
svoboda-assotsiatsij-i-pravovoe-polozhenie-organizatsij-
grazhdanskogo-obshhestva-v-respublike-belarus.

49 https://www.lawtrend.org/freedom-of-associa-
tion/situatsiya-so-svobodoj-assotsiatsij-i-organizatsiyami-
grazhdanskogo-obshhestva-respubliki-belarus-obzor-za-
oktyabr-2022-g.

https://www.lawtrend.org/freedom-of-association/svoboda-assotsiatsij-i-pravovoe-polozhenie-organizatsij-grazhdanskogo-obshhestva-v-respublike-belarus
https://www.lawtrend.org/freedom-of-association/svoboda-assotsiatsij-i-pravovoe-polozhenie-organizatsij-grazhdanskogo-obshhestva-v-respublike-belarus
https://www.lawtrend.org/freedom-of-association/svoboda-assotsiatsij-i-pravovoe-polozhenie-organizatsij-grazhdanskogo-obshhestva-v-respublike-belarus
https://www.lawtrend.org/freedom-of-association/situatsiya-so-svobodoj-assotsiatsij-i-organizatsiyami-grazhdanskogo-obshhestva-respubliki-belarus-obzor-za-oktyabr-2022-g
https://www.lawtrend.org/freedom-of-association/situatsiya-so-svobodoj-assotsiatsij-i-organizatsiyami-grazhdanskogo-obshhestva-respubliki-belarus-obzor-za-oktyabr-2022-g
https://www.lawtrend.org/freedom-of-association/situatsiya-so-svobodoj-assotsiatsij-i-organizatsiyami-grazhdanskogo-obshhestva-respubliki-belarus-obzor-za-oktyabr-2022-g
https://www.lawtrend.org/freedom-of-association/situatsiya-so-svobodoj-assotsiatsij-i-organizatsiyami-grazhdanskogo-obshhestva-respubliki-belarus-obzor-za-oktyabr-2022-g
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This monitoring of violations is based on the facts 
that came to the attention of the monitoring team. 
It does not constitute an exhaustive analysis of 
the state of the sector but reflects the significant 
losses in every creative field.

LITERATURE

The term ‘bookocide’50 suggested by philosopher 
Pavel Barkoŭski is the best description of the cur-
rent situation with the national book publishing 
sector in Belarus. For the second year in a row, 
the independent book publishing sector is under 
repression. The well-planned and consistent pro-
cess of its destruction includes pressure on and 
discreditation of Belarusian publishers, distribu-
tors, authors, and sometimes even readers. Some 
highlights as of late 2022:

 ► Publishing houses Limaryjus and Halijafy 
were liquidated; Medysont and Knihazbor 
had their licences suspended; the publishing 
house Januškievič was stripped of its licence 
at the beginning of 2023.

 ► The distribution of books already published 
by independent publishers and Belarusian 
books, in general, is hampered.

 ► Books not loyal to the regime and not in line 
with state ideology are withdrawn from book-
shops and libraries. 

 ► Books published in the Belarusian language 
are under the scrutiny of state control bodies. 

 ► A dozen fiction and history books were added 
to the “extremist” materials list.

 ► Dismissals take place in the field.

On 22 March 2022, the landlord requested the 
Januškievič publishing house to vacate the of-
fice premises within three days “due to an urgent 

50 https://www.facebook.com/pavel.barkouski/posts/
pfbid025HDDhw5sRfRovp7YgzJNLVJ72GtZuWNXvS-
77fb1csB7MgVF7qtgPHFbFkEen9zjTl

CENSORSHIP 
AND ADMINISTRATIVE OBSTACLES 

IN THE CULTURAL SECTOR

need”. On 16 May, the publishing house launched 
a new bookstore, “Knihaŭka”. On the same day, 
pro-governmental propagandists came and com-
plained about the presence of allegedly “extrem-
ist and Nazi literature”. Later in the evening, the 
police searched the bookstore and ordered dep-
uty director Siarhiej Makarevič to close the shop. 
The publishing house director Andrej Januškievič 
and the bookstore employee Nasta Karnackaja 
were detained and spent 28 and 23 days behind 
bars, respectively. The next day after the search, 
it became known that the police had confiscat-
ed 200 books and sent 15 for the so-called ex-
pertise to determine whether they contained any 
extremist elements. On the day of the shop’s 
opening and several days after the raid, propa-
gandists released a series of defamatory mate-
rials about the publishing house, its employees, 
and the bookstore51. The bookstore closed after 
only 7.5 hours of work. Andrej Januškievič had 
to flee Belarus. Siarhiej Makarevič was detained 
on 4 November and currently remains in deten-
tion. [On 10 January 2023, the publishing house 
Januškievič was stripped of its licence and the 
right to publish books in the Republic of Belarus.]

In spring 2022, the Ministry of Information sus-
pended for three months the operation of four 
independent publishing houses that published 
books by Belarusian authors or in the Belarusian 
language: Medysont and Halijafy on 15 April, 
Limaryjus and Knihazbor on 16 May. When the 
three-month suspension was over, the publish-
ers’ attempts to get re-certified by the Ministry 
of Justice were unsuccessful. In late December 
2022, the activity of Knihazbor was suspended 
by the Ministry of Information for another month 
[on 26 January 2023, the publisher announced 
the impending liquidation]. The publishing house 
Halijafy is in liquidation, and Limaryjus was liqui-
dated. 

51 Ludmila Gladkaya. SB.Belarus Today.

https://www.facebook.com/pavel.barkouski/posts/pfbid025HDDhw5sRfRovp7YgzJNLVJ72GtZuWNXvS77fb1csB7MgVF7qtgPHFbFkEen9zjTl
https://www.facebook.com/pavel.barkouski/posts/pfbid025HDDhw5sRfRovp7YgzJNLVJ72GtZuWNXvS77fb1csB7MgVF7qtgPHFbFkEen9zjTl
https://www.facebook.com/pavel.barkouski/posts/pfbid025HDDhw5sRfRovp7YgzJNLVJ72GtZuWNXvS77fb1csB7MgVF7qtgPHFbFkEen9zjTl
https://t.me/lgbelarussegodnya
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At least 11 publishing houses/publishers have 
fully or partially relocated their operations abroad. 

Publishers in Belarus are banned not only 
from publishing but also from selling previous-
ly issued books. In October 2022, Belkniha, the 
largest chain of state-owned bookstores across 
Belarus which already had removed the books 
of selected authors from its shelves in 2021, ter-
minated contracts with publishers Januškievič, 
Knihazbor and Halijafy. 

The blacklists of authors and publishers 
whose books are not allowed in libraries circulate 
throughout library networks. Libraries must re‑
move those books from their collections. 

Pro-government propagandists and “passion-
ate citizens” visit bookstores with the purpose of 
“purging cultural visits”, searching for ideolog-
ically “harmful” materials on the shelves, name-
ly: books with national (white-red-white) symbols, 
books authored by independent historians or writ-
ers disloyal to the regime, LGBT-themed books. 
“Myths about Belarus” by Vadzim Dzieružynski, 
“Welcome to Belarus” by Aleś Hutoŭski, “Summer 
in a Pioneer Tie” by Elena Malisova and Katerina 
Silvanova (about the relationship between two 
young men) and other books on LGBT topics 
were withdrawn from sale or put into storage in 
selected shops. Regime loyalists publicly support 
such “purges” at bookshops52.

The practice of discrediting independ-
ent publishers, “undesirable” authors and books 
continues in state media and pro-government 
Telegram channels. 

Ten books, including eight by Belarusian au-
thors, were recognised as extremist materials 
during the year. Now the distribution of these 
books is criminally punishable, and the prosecu-
tor’s office periodically monitors bookstores and 
websites for sales of books from the National List 
of Extremist Materials, issuing instructions to re-
move them from the shelves. “We are lucky not 
to see them on bookshelves today. [...] The failure 
to understand that books are much more power-
ful weapons than missiles and tanks leads to the 
situation when people have to use missiles and 
tanks,” Deputy Information Minister Ihar Buzoŭski 

52 https://telegra.ph/Kn%D1%96g%D1%96-
Baradul%D1%96na-Izyat-12-30.

said when speaking about political journalism dur-
ing a round table of the pro-governmental Union 
of Writers of Belarus53. Nobel Prize literature lau-
reate Sviatlana Alieksijevič’s (Svetlana Alexievich) 
books are also under evaluation by the special na-
tional committee on extremism.   

The periodicals on Belarusian culture are 
losing highly qualified specialists. The so-called 
“optimisation” is in progress at Mastactva (Arts), 
one of the oldest art magazines, which celebrat-
ed its 40th anniversary in January 2023, result-
ing in firings of its staffers. Writer and ballet crit-
ic Tacciana Mušynskaja, who had worked with 
the magazine as the music desk editor since 
1991, editor of the contemporary arts desk Alesia 
Bieliaviec, typesetter Aksana Kartašova, and at 
least three more writers lost jobs by “mutual agree-
ment of the parties” in 2022. Dismissals from the 
newspaper Kultura (“Culture”) are known54. Last 
year, three literary magazines, Polymia, Maladość 
and Nioman, had their chief editors replaced and 
several specialists fired. As one of the former em-
ployees pointed out, “only the proven and obedi-
ent ones keep their jobs.”

At the end of February, Aliaksandr Lukašaniec, 
an academic linguist who denounced violence after 
the 2020 election, was dismissed from Jakub Kolas 
Institute of Linguistics. The administration did not 
renew his contract. In November, the deputy head 
of research, Siarhiej Haranin, was dismissed. On 
1 July, Aliaksandr Hruša, a medievalist historian 
and director of the Central Scientific Library at the 
National Academy of Sciences, was fired.

FINE ART

In 2022, the pressure on politically “undesirable” 
painters continued. 

 ► In March 2022, painter Aleś Puškin was sen-
tenced to five years in a strict regime colo-
ny for displaying a portrait of an anti-Sovi-
et underground member Jaŭhien Žyhar at the 
Center of Urban Life in Hrodna in 2021. 

 ► The Ministry of Culture pressures authors dis-
loyal to the regime, adding their names to so-

53 https://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=SWwpMj1zG-0.

54 https://reform.by/315521-u-chasopise-mastactva-
prado-zhylasja-aptymizacyja.

https://telegra.ph/Kn%D1%96g%D1%96-Baradul%D1%96na-Izyat-12-30
https://telegra.ph/Kn%D1%96g%D1%96-Baradul%D1%96na-Izyat-12-30
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SWwpMj1zG-0
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SWwpMj1zG-0
https://reform.by/315521-u-chasopise-mastactva-prado-zhylasja-aptymizacyja
https://reform.by/315521-u-chasopise-mastactva-prado-zhylasja-aptymizacyja
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called “blacklists”, denying them solo and 
group exhibitions in state-owned exhibition 
centres, selling works to museums, etc.

 ► Pro-government activists use complaints and 
denunciations to force the removal of individ-
ual works from exhibitions or shut down entire 
pavilions. 

 ► Censorship became a pre-condition of life and 
creativity. 

 ► Artists’ self‑censorship is a way of survival 
and a conditioned reflex.  

Authorities ordered an expert examination of 
the art object titled “Till Death Divides Us” by Hanna 
Silivončyk after allegations of pornography at the 
exhibition “Troubled Suitcase” (10.12.2021 - 
10.01.2022) in the gallery of the non-governmen-
tal Union of Designers. As a result, proceedings 
were initiated not only against the exhibition but 
also against the NGO that hosted it. 

In late March, Ryhor Ivanaŭ’s exhibition “Hour 
of Screens” was dismantled at the Palace of Arts 
in central Minsk a week before the official end 
date. Simultaneously, Siarhiej Hrynievič’s exhibi-
tion “Demography” was closed prematurely “for 
technical reasons.” The latter case is remarka-
ble because the collection did not display seven 
works that did not pass censorship.

The easel sculpture exhibition “SCULPTURE” 
opened at the gallery “400 squares” in Hrodna 
on 29 April but lasted only four hours. Local ideo-
logues insisted on removing specific authors and 
works from the exhibition. Still, the project cura-
tor Ivan Artymovič and gallery owners believed 
“the reasons were far-fetched” and did not agree 
to comply. The display, with the works of 17 sculp-
tors on display, was closed immediately after the 
opening. The gallery closed shortly after failing to 
renew the rental agreement. 

On 12 May, Art-Minsk’s annual art exhibi-
tion opened at the Minsk Palace of Arts, initial-
ly announcing 550 works by 240 contemporary 
Belarusian authors. However, Ministry of Culture 
censors removed the works of several dozen art-
ists. The monitoring of PEN Belarus contains in-
formation about 19 artists who lost their exhibition 
space, but an unconfirmed report suggests that 
there more than 40 censored artists.

On 28 June, the Factory space in Minsk host-
ed “the fastest exhibition of my life”, as described 
by one of the three project participants Iryna 
Malukalava. “This is a diagnosis”, an art exhibi-
tion about criticism in art, lasted only a few hours. 

On 10 November, the Decart‑22 Triennial of 
Decorative Art, an exhibition of works in ceram-
ics, glass, and textiles, opened at the Palace of 
Arts in Minsk. One day later, authorities sent the 
list of politically unreliable artists whose works the 
organisers had to remove from the display. The 
circular listed at least a third of the authors. As of 
writing, it is unclear how this requirement affected 
the show’s work.  

Photographers also face censorship. For 
instance, Sviatlana Niesciarenka’s exhibi-
tion “Hrodna sunsets” was cancelled in the 
“Fiestyvalny” cultural centre. Similar things hap-
pened to other photographers.

We have information about other cases of in-
terference and control over art and photograph-
ic exhibitions and subsequent conversations with 
their organisers by local and national administra-
tions. Authorities continue questioning design-
ers and photographers who cooperated with the 
NGOs and unions currently persecuted. In Minsk, 
local authorities ordered to paint over several mu-
rals. In Hrodna, artists were suddenly ordered to 
pay 22,000 BYN (about 8,000 EUR) to the state – 
the fees for using their studios over the past six 
years. 

THEATRE

 ► Layoffs in theatres all over Belarus 

 ► Control and censorship in repertory 

 ► Taking down performances as a way of self-
preservation

 ► Russification of the Belarusian theatre

In 2022, theatres in Belarus continued to lose 
highly professional specialists. We know the 
names of 19 cultural sector representatives who 
either had their contracts not renewed or were 
dismissed “by mutual agreement of the parties”. 
Information about fourteen (14) of them is known 
from public sources. On 20 January, Uladzimir 
Savicki was fired from the Theatre of Young 
Spectators in Minsk after 12 years in service. On 
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15 March, director Andrej Saŭčanka was no long-
er leading the student theatre “On the Balcony” at 
the Belarusian State University “by mutual agree-
ment of the parties”. 

In March-April, actors Maryna Zdaronkava, 
Maksim Šyško, Aliena Bojarava and Maryja 
Piatrovič were fired from the National Theatre of 
Belarusian Drama. On 1 April, Ivan Kasciachin 
was no longer a conductor at the National Opera 
and Ballet Theatre. Aleh Liasun stopped work-
ing as a conductor in late December. Independent 
media reported that dismissing “several doz-
en of people” from the theatre was imminent 
over their civic position. We know the names of 
five (5) employees. On 26 April, director Michail 
Krasnabajeŭ, who joined the theatre in 1985, 
was fired (contract not renewed) from Viciebsk’s 
Jakub Kolas National Theatre. On 13 March, 
V. Dunin-Marcinkievič Regional Theatre of Drama 
and Comedy in Mahilioŭ did not renew the con-
tract of actor Vadzim Babinič. In 2022, he al-
so stopped being the head of the troupe of the 
National Theatre at the Babrujsk Palace of Arts. 
On 31 August, actress Alla Hrachava who had 
worked in the Babrujsk theatre for more than 
40 years, had her contract terminated. Jaŭhien 
Klimakoŭ, who has been the director of the 
Belarusian State Puppet Theatre since 1985, 
is not performing this role anymore. Siarhiej 
Čyhryn, the head of the literary department, was 
fired from Slonim Drama Theatre. At the end of 
December, Homiel City Youth Theatre terminated 
a job contract with director Alena Mastavienka. 

More censorship highlights: The Ministry of 
Culture blocked the play “A Test Essay” at the 
Theatre of Young Spectators. The plot features 
a conflict between the justice-seeking graduates 
and the school administration. In September, 
the Minsk city executive committee’s officials 
did not authorise Music Theatre’s operetta “The 
Duchess from Chicago”, which draws parallels 
with the contemporary reality and contains jokes 
about the outbreak of the war, among other things. 
Its premiere, scheduled for 23 and 24 September, 
was cancelled. The performance did take place 
on 11 November in a slightly abridged and cen-
sored version. At the end of December, after an 
appeal of the pro-governmental activist Volha 
Bondarava about the incompatibility of the per-

formance “Monsters on New Year Holidays” by 
the KAKTUSS Theatre Workshop with the “spir-
itual and moral education of children and youth”, 
a special committee of the Ministry of Culture 
banned the following shows of the play. 

On 12 July, the cultural institution Theatre‑
Territory of Musicals was forcibly liquidated. 
At the beginning of the same year, the theatre 
twice failed to receive permission to show the play 
“Figaro” at the Palace of Trade Unions in Minsk. 
In addition, by the beginning of the new season in 
the autumn of 2022, several theatres were forced 
to remove selected plays from their repertoires. 

De-Belarusianisation takes place in the the-
atrical field, as well. The new Theatre of Young 
Spectators director and an actress loyal to the 
Lukashenka regime, Viera Paliakova, announced 
that the theatre would give up staging plays ex-
clusively in Belarusian, which had previously 
made the theatre stand out among other profes-
sional teams. Only 6 out of 28 Belarusian thea-
tres worked solely in the Belarusian language. In 
June, the theatre held a Russian-language pre-
miere of the play based on the story “Alpine Ballad” 
by Belarusian literature classicist Vasil Bykaŭ. 
It means that there is one less Belarusian‑
language theatre in the country. When asked 
about the situation with the Belarusian language 
in the theatre in Babrujsk, actress Alla Hrachava 
spoke about young actors who had refused to per-
form plays in the Belarusian language, citing their 
Russian origin55. 

MUSIC

 ► Dismissals from state cultural institutions 

 ► Criminal prosecution for professional activi-
ties

 ► Administrative obstacles to concerts

 ► Reducing the number of performance ven‑
ues

In 2022, deputy director general Andrej 
Lapcionak, symphony orchestra harpist Alena 
Maksimava, and several other specialists 
were dismissed from the Belarusian State 

55 https://1387.by/paslja-zvalnennja-mne-nihto-z-
kaleg-ne-patjelefanava-jak-byccam-ja-perastala-dlja-ih-is-
navac-razmova-z-artystkaj-alaj-grahavaj/.

https://1387.by/paslja-zvalnennja-mne-nihto-z-kaleg-ne-patjelefanava-jak-byccam-ja-perastala-dlja-ih-isnavac-razmova-z-artystkaj-alaj-grahavaj/
https://1387.by/paslja-zvalnennja-mne-nihto-z-kaleg-ne-patjelefanava-jak-byccam-ja-perastala-dlja-ih-isnavac-razmova-z-artystkaj-alaj-grahavaj/
https://1387.by/paslja-zvalnennja-mne-nihto-z-kaleg-ne-patjelefanava-jak-byccam-ja-perastala-dlja-ih-isnavac-razmova-z-artystkaj-alaj-grahavaj/
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Academic Symphony Orchestra. The National 
Gymnasium‑College of the Academy of Music 
sacked more than 20 teachers. The names of three 
are publicly known: Uladzimir Perlin, honoured art-
ist of the Republic of Belarus and head of the con-
cert orchestra of the Academy; Alla Mazurava, art 
director of the children’s choir Singing Musicians, 
and Siarhiej Tumarkin, concertmaster of the oboe 
band of the BGAM. 

Irdorath band leaders Nadzieja and Uladzimir 
Kalač, convicted for “repeatedly leading a column 
of protesters ... using musical instruments”56 in 
August 2020, continue to serve a two-year pris-
on sentence for their musical activities. Singer 
Meryem Hierasimienka was detained in ear-
ly August, the day after the street concert near 
Banki-Butylki bar, where she performed a song 
by Ukrainian band Okean Elzy. After almost half 
a year in pre-trial detention, the singer was put 
under home confinement for 3 years. At the end 
of August, the YouTube channel, Patreon, social 
media accounts and music compositions owned 
by Tor Band, a music band that had originated 
in Rahačoŭ during the 2020 presidential elec-
tion, were designated “extremist materials”. Two 
months later, the members’ detention followed – 
musicians Dzmitry Halavač, Jaŭhien Burlo and 
Andrej Jaremčyk were sentenced to 15 days 
of administrative arrest several times in a row. 
Tor Band’s YouTube channel was deleted with 
all the videos that had over 5 million views. On 
16 January 2023, authorities declared the music 
band “an extremist formation” and brought crim-
inal charges against all three musicians. The de-
tention in mid-October of brothers Uladzimir and 
Dzmitry Karakin, musicians of Litesound band, 
is also noteworthy. Even though they were de-
tained for participating in post-election protests, 
there are grounds to believe that their persecution 
was, among other things, revenge by the govern-
ment agencies for the “ingratitude” and political in-
fidelity of the band, which represented Belarus at 
the 2012 Eurovision Song Contest. Human rights 
defenders recognised them as political prisoners. 

In 2022, there were cases when street mu-
sicians were detained and had their equipment 
and instruments confiscated. There are known 
instances when state security agents were pre-

56 https://t.me/pressmvd/3259.

sent during concerts of state-run bands. The 
Ministry of Culture refused to issue touring li-
censes to the Shortparis group, whose front-
man Mikalaj Kamiahin is known for his anti-war 
stance, and some other Russian bands. At the 
end of December, authorities cancelled the con-
cert of Homiel folk band Ban Žvirba for “reasons 
beyond the band’s control”. Other non-public cas-
es of bans on musicians’ participation in concerts 
and festivals are also known. 

Administrative obstacles, censorship, and per-
secution in general deprive musicians of the op-
portunity to rehearse and tour. Some groups sus-
pend their work indefinitely, the few concert ven-
ues in the country cease to exist. The Minsk music 
club Brugge has “suspended” operation since 
mid-May. Another Minsk bar Banki‑Butylki re-
mains closed “for technical reasons,” its direc-
tor Andrej Žuk in police custody for more than 
six months after the performance and consec-
utive detention of Meryem Herasimienka. On 
16 September, the music bar Graffiti, in opera-
tion since 1999, was shut down in Minsk. In late 
December, Minsk rave club HIDE announced its 
closure following the raid by riot police on a night 
party on 5 November.

CINEMA

 ► The abject nature of Belarusian state cinema-
tography

 ► Censorship of feature films

 ► Criminal prosecution of a filmmaker for a 
documentary

This monitoring report includes just a few ep-
isodes associated with violations in the field of 
Belarusian cinematography. Most data from public 
sources mainly concerns state regulation and ide-
ologisation of the national film studio Belarusfilm. 
The collected cases included such ideology-fo-
cused events as film screenings, meetings with di-
rectors and actors, film lectures for children joint-
ly with GONGO Belaja Ruś activists, the state or-
der for producing “legit” films about the war and 
the right heroes, promotion of Belarus-Russia 
cooperation, and others. Independent media re-
ports suggested massive layoffs at the film studio. 
However, we do not have supporting evidence. 
We also possess information that Belarusfilm 

https://t.me/pressmvd/3259
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must obtain clearance from the Ministry of Culture 
and the chief ideologist at the National Film Studio 
for all actors participating in the film projects.

After the Russian invasion of Ukraine and the 
consecutive departure of major American film dis-
tribution companies from Russia and Belarus, the 
repertoires of Belarusian cinemas shrank to most-
ly Russian and Soviet-made films, cartoons and 
films with military themes. In late autumn, cinemas 
began ‘screening’ pirated content. On 3 January 
2023, a new law officially endorsed parallel im-
port, or the import of intellectual property without 
the consent of the rights holders57.   

Censorship continued. After the official launch 
of Uladzimir Kazloŭ’s “Three Comrades” failed 
to take place, the film director released the 
film on his YouTube channel58. In October, the 
Investigative Committee opened a criminal case 
against Volha Švied following the release of 
her movie “Kalinoŭski”, a biopic about Kastuś 
Kalinoŭski, the leader of the 1863-1864 anti-Rus-
sian uprising and antagonist in state propagan-
da. Historian Vasil Hierasimčyk, the documen-
tary’s main character, had to flee Belarus due 
to persecution by law-enforcement bodies. In 
November, the authorities banned the screening 
of Andrej Kudzinienka’s (Kudinenko) feature film 
“Ten Lives of a Bear”, initially scheduled for dis-
tribution at the Listapad film festival and in sever-
al cinemas in Minsk. The film disappeared from 
the posters. The movie “This is me, Minsk” the 
rights belonging to Belarusfilm, was removed from 
the program of Polish Film Festival of Belarusian 
cinema. Under the agreement, screenings abroad 
are only allowed after the premiere in Belarus, 
where it cannot take place for unknown reasons. 
The Listapad organisers declined to show the film 
at the festival.

MUSEUMS AND TOUR GUIDES

 ► Dismissals from state cultural institutions

 ► Interference in tourism and harassment of 
tour guides

Politically motivated dismissals also continued 
in the museum sector. In October, the director of 

57 https://pravo.by/document/?guid=12551&p0=H12
300241&p1=1&p5=0.

58 https://youtu.be/chU-CDMLSz4.

the Belarusian State Archives and Museum of 
Literature and Art, Hanna Zapartyka, who joined 
the museum in 1978 and had been its director 
since 1994, saw her job contract not renewed. In 
December, authorities dismissed the Museum 
of the History of Belarusian Cinema director 
and film critic Ihar Aŭdziejeŭ not long before his 
20th anniversary at the post.  

In December, we learned about mass dismiss-
als at the National Art Museum. The monitor-
ing team has the names of eight people fired on 
23 December alone. Independent media reported 
about 18 sacked employees. Those are not the 
first or only dismissals from that museum since 
2020. We also have information about similar 
cases in the state Maksim Bahdanovič Literary 
Museum, Janka Kupala Museum in Minsk, and 
others. Although there are only 13 officially known 
cases of dismissals in the sector, the number does 
not reflect the actual scale of what is happening. 
For instance, there were confidential reports about 
“quiet” layoffs in the National Historical Museum, 
but this information was never made public. 

In November, Anatol Biely’s private mu‑
seum in Staryja Darohi, Minsk region, grabbed 
the attention of pro-governmental activist Volha 
Bondarava. The museum’s outdoor exhibition 
displayed the busts of several Belarusian polit-
ical and cultural figures, such as poets Natallia 
Arsienjeva and Larysa Hieniuš, revolutionary 
Kastuś Kalinoŭski and other personalities. After 
she described the exhibition as “Russophobic and 
pro-Nazi,”59 authorities ordered the removal of all 
the busts and bas-reliefs.  

In 2022, authorities also took on the tourism 
sector, particularly tour guides. A series of de-
tentions occurred in August and September, while 
pro-government media published articles defam-
ing some travel agencies and persons working as 
guides. Under the potential threat of persecution 
for free expression, the guides had to self-cen-
sor and pick what they could and should speak 
about. Under the 2 September 2022 Resolution 
No. 582 “On Tour Guide Services”60, tour guides 
and guide-interpreters must be certified to prove 
their qualifications. The certificate, issued for five 

59 https://t.me/grodno_specnaz2/4869.
60 Ordinance on excursion services.

https://pravo.by/document/?guid=12551&p0=H12300241&p1=1&p5=0
https://pravo.by/document/?guid=12551&p0=H12300241&p1=1&p5=0
https://youtu.be/chU-CDMLSz4
https://t.me/grodno_specnaz2/4869
https://pravo.by/novosti/novosti-pravo-by/2022/september/71425/
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years, can be suspended if there are complaints 
about the quality of service. Another resolution 
came into force on 7 December61, stipulating that 
persons convicted under “protest articles” (130, 
342, 367-368 and others) are not eligible for cer-
tificates. Beginning from 1 January 2023, only ap-
proved specialists can work as tour guides.   

OTHER CULTURAL SPACES

The cultural field remains largely paralysed follow-
ing the departure of hundreds of musicians, ac-
tors, promoters, DJs, and other people of crea-
tive professions fleeing repressions in Belarus. 
Unfortunately, no accurate statistics is available 
on the number of those who have left the country. 
Several interdisciplinary cultural venues ceased 
to exist. During the first half of 2022, the cultural 
centre Korpus (a landmark cross-cultural space 
in Minsk), Lo‑Fi Social Club, and the event space 
Mesca announced their closure. 

Moj Modny Kut, a shop of souvenirs and 
clothes with national flair, suspended online sales 
[the offline shop had not been operating since 
last year]. Roskvit in Baranavičy remains closed 
since 17 October. Bourgeois Values, an antiques 
shop in Minsk, does not work. 23 December was 
the last day of work for Svaboda (Freedom) bar 
in Hrodna, since the local authorities were unhap-
py with the portraits of famous Belarusians on 
menu cards. 

61 https://pravo.by/document/?guid=12551&p0=C22
200839&p1=1&p5=0.

https://pravo.by/document/?guid=12551&p0=C22200839&p1=1&p5=0
https://pravo.by/document/?guid=12551&p0=C22200839&p1=1&p5=0
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The monitors recorded 18 cases of copyright infringement in 2020-2022. 
Some highlights from 2022.

Film critic Taras Tarnalicki wrote at the beginning of the year that several 
pirated copies of the film “Target” by Belarusian director Aliaksandra Butar 
surfaced online62. The movie had no official premiere or wide release. Artist 
Andrej Zadoryn came across his 1987 work “Stara-Barysaŭski Trakt” on 
display in a halved form at the Savicki Art Gallery belonging to the Minsk city 
museum as part of the “Winter in the City” exhibition. A museum represent-
ative commented that the painting arrived from the Soviet archives and the 
museum had nothing to do with this “alteration”63. A musician and tattoo art-
ist Aleś Tabolič had to defend the name “Tattoo Fest”, which he had regis-
tered at the National Centre of Intellectual Property. Although he managed to 
settle the dispute with the organisers of the festival at the National Centre for 
Contemporary Art without going to court, Tabolič has never received an apol-
ogy for the unlawful use of his registered brand name. The cover of the book 
“Genocide of the Belarusian People”, published under the editorship of 
the Prosecutor General of Belarus in the summer of 2022, uses a photograph 
of someone else’s authorship without permission [the copyright belongs to 
one of the independent media outlets, which has extremist status in Belarus].

62 https://t.me/holybelawood/3187.
63 https://www.facebook.com/100001176392035/posts/4642997712416063/.

COPYRIGHT INFRINGEMENT

https://t.me/holybelawood/3187
https://www.facebook.com/100001176392035/posts/4642997712416063/
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The Index by Belarusian Helsinki Committee64 assesses the right to partici-
pate in cultural life according to four components: participation in cultural life, 
access to cultural life, possibility to contribute to cultural life, and protection of 
cultural diversity. In this section, we will give some examples illustrating the 
state of the sector in terms of participating in and having access to the coun-
try’s cultural life.

The state censorship on the screening of feature films “Three Comrades”, 
“Ten Lives of a Bear”, and “This is Me, Minsk”, as mentioned above, affect-
ed the cultural rights of the authors and creators of these films. On the other 
hand, it also affected the rights of viewers deprived of the opportunity to watch 
those films. The same applies to all the performances, concerts or exhibitions 
that did not receive censor’s approval. The annual Belarus Fashion Week in 
Minsk was cancelled “for technical reasons” less than a day before the event. 
Authorities banned the Halloween party at the Youth Centre “Hrodna” and 
the “Merry Pumpkins” festival in the Central Botanical Gardens in Minsk 
[the latter seems to have taken place in a redacted format].

On 8 March, police in Brest detained people who came to lay flowers at 
the monument to Ukrainian poet Taras Shevchenko on the eve of his birth-
day anniversary. At least one person, Aleh Vijalaŭ, received 15 days of ar-
rest for participating in the ceremony. On 27 June, police dispersed citizens 
in a Homiel park, preventing volunteers from holding a “birthday party” for 
children of Ukrainian refugees. The programme included games and con-
tests, quests and gifts. Alla Karalenka, one of the event organisers, was sen-
tenced to seven days of arrest. The celebration of the traditional folk fes‑
tival “Kupallie” at a summer café near Pinsk on 7 July resulted in an admin-
istrative proceeding and a fine for the director of the farming company that 
organised it. At around 3 a.m. on 5 November, armed police agents stormed 
the Hide Club party. Aggressive and rude behaviour of the police, searches 
and beatings violated the civil, political and cultural rights of all the partygo-
ers. Here are some other examples of violated right to participate in cultural 
life. Julija Charytanovič, who was listening to Viktor Tsoi’s song “Peremen!” 
(“Changes!”) in her car near the Akreścina detention centre in Minsk, went 
under administrative persecution. Arciom Paniaviežski was arrested for lis‑
tening to “anti‑Russian” songs in the yard. Bahdan Vieras was arrested 
for buying Hans Kinsherman’s book “Blood-Red Snow.” Homiel resident 
Uladzimir Pradkin got charged for making a post in Vkontakte about the 
book with the memoirs of a Nazi general and a photo of himself in the uni-
form of a German officer, taken during the shooting of a feature film many 
years ago. 

64 https://belhelcom.org/ru.

THE RIGHT TO PARTICIPATE 
IN CULTURAL LIFE

https://belhelcom.org/ru
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In the second half of 2022, PEN Belarus prepared the “Belarusian Language 
during the Socio-political Crisis: Signs of Linguistic Discrimination” analysis, 
exposing the state policy of oppression of the Belarusian language. In 2022, 
we recorded 41 cases of discrimination concerning the Belarusian language 
against individuals or organisations, as well as on the national level. 

Citizens of Belarus face discrimination on the grounds of the use of the 
Belarusian language in absolutely different places: in the reception desks of 
state clinics – “speak normally, not in Belarusian” (a woman from Minsk); in 
the moments of detentions: “What does this person say? Let him speak nor-
mally. Let him speak normally.” (Dzmitry Daškievič); in the departments for 
fighting organised crime they “ordered me to ‘speak Russian’” (Minsk girl), 
in detention, they “strongly advise against” correspondence in Belarusian 
(Anatol Latuška) or “They told me where I was in a particular way, so I had to 
speak Russian” (Aleh Kulša). A conversation in the Belarusian language can 
even become a reason for detention: “talked in Belarusian” (Aleś Cyrkunoŭ).

In February, at the referendum, which was an event of national impor-
tance, the commissions had no ballots in the Belarusian language. At times, 
the stands of the libraries, designed for the Day of the Belarusian Language, 
did not have a single book in the Belarusian language. All seven videos pre-
senting the tourist potential of Belarus and its regions, created by the National 
Tourism Agency primarily for Belarusians themselves [according to the head 
of the agency’s marketing department65], had only Russian and English ver-
sions. The editor-in-chief of the newspaper Babrujskaje Žyccio refused to 
print articles in the Belarusian language. The deputies of the Slonim District 
Soviet of Deputies unanimously refused to publish decisions on the legal acts 
in Belarusian, as Russian “is more convenient for the majority”.  

In summer, banners designed by the Ministry of Culture to commemorate 
the anniversaries of famous Belarusian figures appeared all over Belarus, 
exclusively in Russian. The numerous outdoor advertisements for the Year 
of Historical Memory were predominantly in the Russian language. The me-
morial plaque on the Vorša school honouring the classic of Belarusian litera-
ture Uladzimir Karatkievič, who studied there, is also in Russian, as is the bill-
board in Kopyl with a patriotic poem by Ciška Hartny. 

A separate discussion took place around the proposal of officials to aban-
don the use of the Belarusian Latin alphabet. On 8 December, the head of 
Lukašenka’s administration, Ihar Siarhiejenka, made a statement about the 
possibility of considering transliteration of Belarusian places and street names 
in Belarus using the Russian language [now the Latin alphabet is transliter-
ated from Belarusian]. However, this information was later removed from the 
state news agency’s report66.   

65 https://marketing.by/keysy/strana-udivitelnykh-otkrytiy-natsionalnoe-agentstvo-po-
turizmu-snyalo-sem-videorolikov-o-belarusi/.

66 https://www.belta.by/society/view/sergeenko-pamjatnik-narodnomu-edinstvu-dolz-
hen-nahoditsja-v-tsentre-minska-539011-2022/.

DISCRIMINATION AGAINST 
THE BELARUSIAN LANGUAGE
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The politicisation of history become particularly 
acute in Belarus since the suppression of the mass 
protests of 2020. Historian Aliaksiej Bratačkin pre-
pared for our monitoring team a separate publi-
cation on the official memory policy, “2022 is the 
year of “historical memory” and the political use of 
history in Belarus”, which sums up all the develop-
ments of the past year. In this section, we will fo-
cus only on the issue of the destruction of cultural 
diversity: the Lukashenka’s policy against Poland 
and Lithuania resulting in the suppression of the 
culture of Polish and Lithuanian national minori-
ties as the alleged “coordinators”67 of the attempt-
ed violent change of power in Belarus in 2020. 

In early 2023, the trial of Andrzej Poczobut, a 
poet, journalist and member of the unregistered 
Union of Poles began. He was charged with, 
among other things, statements in defence of the 
Polish minority in Belarus [on 8 February 2023, 
he was sentenced to eight years in a strict regime 
penal colony]. In October 2022, the KGB includ-
ed him in the “List of persons involved in terrorist 
activities”. The chairwoman of the Union of Poles, 
Andżelika Borys, remains under house arrest alleg-
edly for implementing “destructive ideas aimed at 
glorifying war crimes, justification of genocide of the 
Belarusian people, incitement of national and reli-
gious hatred and discord”68. Both members of the 
Union of Poles have been in detention since March 
2021. In February 2022, Renata Dziemjančuk, dep-
uty chairwoman of the Union, was detained; in 
November, she and Irena Valius, the chairwoman of 
the Council of the Union of Poles, were searched. 
In April, the police summoned the union’s activist 
Anżelika Orechwo “for a conversation”. It was re-
ported that administrative prosecution was initiat-
ed against her over her Facebook posts. The in-
formation of the Union of Poles in Belarus’ web-

67 https://president.gov.by/ru/events/torzhestvennoe-
sobranie-v-chest-dnya-nezavisimosti.

68 https://adu.by/images/2022/08/Genocide-
belorusskogo-naroda.pdf.

PRESSURE ON POLISH 
AND LITHUANIAN NATIONAL 

MINORITIES

site, znadniemna.pl, was labelled extremist as early 
as on 30 December 2021. In May 2022, the same 
fate befell the “mirror” of the site, nadniemnemgrod-
no.pl. In November, the prosecutor’s office of the 
Hrodna region asked the economic court to liqui-
date Klerygata LLC, through which the Union of 
Poles in Belarus carried out its work. The liquida-
tion process began at the end of December.  

In 2022, the list of “extremist materials” ex-
panded to include the following media outlets: 
Poland-based Belarusian Radio Racyja critical of 
the Belarusian authorities (in February); MOST 
website, “an information bridge between Belarus 
and Poland”, as stated on its website (in April); the 
Polish public broadcaster’s websites Polskieradio.
pl and Polskieradio24.pl (in late July). Among the 
NGOs forcibly liquidated in 2022 were several old-
est Polish organisations “The Club of Polish Folk 
Traditions” (registered in 1994), “Society of Polish 
Culture in Lidčyna” (1994), “Polish Scientific 
Society” (1994), “Polska Macierz Szkolna” (1995), 
and “Spólnota Polaków” (2019). Also liquidat-
ed was the Lithuanian minority’s Braslaŭ District 
Public Association of Lithuanians “Rytas” (2000). 

On the recommendation of the state securi-
ty bodies in Pinsk, the planned events dedicated 
to the 90th anniversary of Ryszard Kapuścinski, 
a well-known Polish writer and journalist, were 
cancelled. As a result of the pressure and state-
ments of the pro-governmental activist about the 
“pro-Polishness” of the literary critic and transla-
tor Adam Maldzis, the Hrodna Regional Executive 
Committee suspended the procedure of naming 
the Astraviec district library after Adam Maldzis, a 
prominent native of the Astraviec district.

One of the topics of anti-Polish rhetoric in the 
state media concerns the partisans of the Polish 
Armia Krajowa (“Home Army”). The state nar-
rative maintains that Armia Krajowa deliberate-
ly exterminated Belarusians during World War 
II. In April 2021, authorities initiated criminal pro-

https://penbelarus.org/en/2023/02/13/2022-y-god-gistarychnaj-pamyaczi-i-palitychnaga-vykarystannya-gistoryi-u-belarusi.html
https://penbelarus.org/en/2023/02/13/2022-y-god-gistarychnaj-pamyaczi-i-palitychnaga-vykarystannya-gistoryi-u-belarusi.html
https://penbelarus.org/en/2023/02/13/2022-y-god-gistarychnaj-pamyaczi-i-palitychnaga-vykarystannya-gistoryi-u-belarusi.html
https://president.gov.by/ru/events/torzhestvennoe-sobranie-v-chest-dnya-nezavisimosti
https://president.gov.by/ru/events/torzhestvennoe-sobranie-v-chest-dnya-nezavisimosti
https://adu.by/images/2022/08/Genocide-belorusskogo-naroda.pdf
https://adu.by/images/2022/08/Genocide-belorusskogo-naroda.pdf
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ceedings against the former fighters of the army. 
In late June 2022, the first evidence of destroy-
ing the “unnecessary” for the system memories 
appeared. On 30 June, Janusz Jasina from the 
Polish Foreign Ministry called on the Belarusian 
authorities to stop destroying the sites of Polish 
national memory in Belarus, stop the acts of van-
dalism and bring the perpetrators to justice69. In 
June-July 2022, vandals damaged at least 12 me-
morial sites in the Hrodna region. In the villag-
es of Jedkavičy, Stryjeŭka, Surkonci, Pliabaniški, 
Mikuliški, Kačyčy, Pieskaŭcy, Bahdany, Babrovičy, 
Dyndyliški, in Vaŭkavysk and Ašmiany, they 
pushed away headstones, destroyed soldiers’ sin-
gle or mass graves, pulled down monuments and 
removed memorial plaques from crosses. By or-
der of the local authorities, a memorial plaque in 
memory of soldiers of the Armia Krajowa was re-
moved from the Church of Saints Peter and Paul 
in Iŭje. At the end of October, vandals damaged 
the monument on the grave of the Polish Army 
soldiers who died in 1920 near the village of 
Fieliksava, Lida district. In December, the Katyń 
Cross at the military cemetery in central Hrodna, 
a monument to the Polish prisoners of war shot by 
the NKVD in 1940, was desecrated.

By the autumn of 2022, the state deprived the 
Polish minority and the Lithuanian minority of the 
opportunity to study in their native languages. 
On 1 September, changes to the Education Act70 
came into force, according to which only the state 
language [Russian or Belarusian] could be the lan-
guage of instruction. Thus, from the new academ-
ic year 2022/2023, Polish schools in Hrodna and 
Vaŭkavysk began teaching in Russian, while Polish 
was reduced to a subject. The presence of Polish 
language and literature lessons was reduced to one 
hour per week. The same applied to the only remain-
ing Lithuanian school in the country, Rymdziuny 
Secondary school, whose pupils were deprived of 
the opportunity to learn in Lithuanian. The second, 
Pieliasskaja Secondary School, was closed by the 
authorities shortly before the start of the new school 
year, citing “many detected violations”71.

69 https://www.gov.pl/web/dyplomacja/oswiadczenie-
msz11.

70 On amendments to the Education Code of the 
Republic of Belarus.

71 https://www.shliah.by/news/obshhestvo/
news29261.html.

https://www.gov.pl/web/dyplomacja/oswiadczenie-msz11
https://www.gov.pl/web/dyplomacja/oswiadczenie-msz11
https://adu.by/images/2022/01/zakon-ob-izmen-kodeksa-ob-obrazovanii.pdf
https://adu.by/images/2022/01/zakon-ob-izmen-kodeksa-ob-obrazovanii.pdf
https://www.shliah.by/news/obshhestvo/news29261.html
https://www.shliah.by/news/obshhestvo/news29261.html
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The topic of violations against objects of historical and cultural heritage was 
partly addressed in the section on the persecution of the Polish national mi-
nority, such as acts of vandalism to destroy places of Polish memory – cem-
eteries and monuments. A total of 80 violations were recorded in the mon-
itoring, most of which concern poor maintenance of Belarusian immovable 
heritage sites: churches, manor houses, synagogues and other historical 
buildings. We registered a lack of conservation work, poor quality restoration, 
sometimes even demolition, and a lack of protective status for them. 

The State List of Historical and Cultural Property of the Republic of Belarus 
includes 5,350 immovable material and cultural properties; however, only 
385 protection projects have been developed for 1,602 heritage sites, which 
is 31 per cent of the total number72. This means that a significant proportion 
of monuments are not protected in any way and are being destroyed in the 
most literary sense of the word. The dismissals of Natallia Hvir from the posi-
tion of head of the department for the protection of historical and cultural her-
itage and Svetlana Krajuškina from the position of deputy head of the depart-
ment for the research and methodological support of the Ministry of Culture 
were significant blows to the heritage conservation, as both specialists deep-
ly cared about their cause.

72 http://kimpress.by/index.phtml?page=2&id=18202.

HISTORICAL AND CULTURAL 
HERITAGE

http://kimpress.by/index.phtml?page=2&id=18202
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 ► Low salaries in the sector: salaries of cultural 
workers are 54.9% of the national average73; in 
2022, the Minsk city budget for culture [“culture 
and arts”, “cinematography”, and “other cultur-
al issues”] was 0.69% of the total city budget 
(7.1 billion BYN)74. 

 ► Prohibition of the profession: “blacklists” of 
cultural workers; provision of a character refer-
ence when applying for a new job; censorship 
of the free dissemination of creative products.

 ► Discriminatory nature of the state’s activities 
in the field of culture: increase in the number 
of registers and lists, commissions and coun-
cils; amendments to the Culture Code75 served 
to create a Register of organisers of cultural and 
entertainment events and a National Register of 
Guides and Interpreters, whose certification has 
inherently discriminatory mechanisms; museum 
visitors can only be guided by museum staff; 
creation of Commissions for Quality Control of 
Books and for Inspection of Activities. 

 ► The serviceability of the cultural sector to 
the state: drawing up a thematic plan to pro-
duce socially significant literature sponsored 
by the Ministry of Information; placing a state 
order for the production of films; repurposing 
museums to suit state ideology; interfering with 
the repertoire of state theatres.

 ► De‑Belarusianisation: repressions against 
everything nationally oriented, such as lan-
guage, symbols, and history. 

 ► Russification and promotion of the ideol‑
ogy of the “Russian world”: the aggressive 
work of the Rossotrudnichestvo representative 
office Russian house to promote the Russian 
language, culture and traditions of Russia 
in kindergartens, schools and universities in 
Belarus; celebration of Russia Day in Minsk 
and regions; agreement between Lukashenka 
73 http://kimpress.by/index.phtml?page=2&id=18840.
74 https://pravo.by/document/?guid=12551&p0=D92

2o0113271&p1=1&p5=0.
75 https://pravo.by/document/?guid=12551&p0=H12

200201&p1=1&p5=0.

STATE POLICY IN THE FIELD 
OF CULTURE

and Putin to mark 2023 as the Year of the 
Russian Language76; Russian Culture Days; 
Russification through monumental propagan-
da. For the first time in the award’s history, the 
People’s Writer of Belarus title was awarded 
exclusively to a Russian-speaking author. 

 ► Reducing cultural diversity to “cooper‑
ation between two fraternal peoples” – 
Belarusians and Russians: suppression of 
the culture of Polish and Lithuanian national 
minorities; gala concerts to celebrate National 
Unity Day; the Slavic Unity festival; Belarus-
Russian forums; proposals to increase funding 
for Union State programmes and activities in 
culture, science, and education77.

 ► Sovietisation of everyday life: laying flow-
ers at the Lenin monument; the exhibition 
“The Age of the USSR” and events marking 
the 100th anniversary of the formation of the 
USSR; the ceremony of saying goodbye to the 
Pioneer Tie and joining the BRSM; Soviet sym-
bols on state holidays and events.

 ► Ideologisation of the educational sector: 
active outreach to universities and colleges, 
and enterprises; vice-rectors for security and 
human resources; appointment of those re-
sponsible for ideology.

 ► Propaganda and hate speech: targeted def-
amation and discrediting of cultural workers 
in state media and pro-government Telegram 
channels.

 ► The promotion of the activity of pro‑govern‑
mental activists against Belarusian art: as a 
result of far-fetched appeals (denunciations) of 
pro-governmental activists to the Departments 
of Culture at local and national levels, officials 
cancel events and concerts, close exhibitions, 
remove paintings from displays, and withdraw 
books from sale.  

76 https://www.belarus.kp.ru/online/news/5074654/.
77 https://www.belta.by/society/view/sojuznye-parla-

mentarii-predlozhili-uvelichit-v-3-raza-finansirovanie-pro-
gramm-v-sfere-kultury-nauki-i-513022-2022/.

http://kimpress.by/index.phtml?page=2&id=18840
https://pravo.by/document/?guid=12551&p0=D922o0113271&p1=1&p5=0
https://pravo.by/document/?guid=12551&p0=D922o0113271&p1=1&p5=0
https://pravo.by/document/?guid=12551&p0=H12200201&p1=1&p5=0
https://pravo.by/document/?guid=12551&p0=H12200201&p1=1&p5=0
https://www.belarus.kp.ru/online/news/5074654/
https://www.belta.by/society/view/sojuznye-parlamentarii-predlozhili-uvelichit-v-3-raza-finansirovanie-programm-v-sfere-kultury-nauki-i-513022-2022/
https://www.belta.by/society/view/sojuznye-parlamentarii-predlozhili-uvelichit-v-3-raza-finansirovanie-programm-v-sfere-kultury-nauki-i-513022-2022/
https://www.belta.by/society/view/sojuznye-parlamentarii-predlozhili-uvelichit-v-3-raza-finansirovanie-programm-v-sfere-kultury-nauki-i-513022-2022/
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The author, who ended up behind bars, wrote a 
Facebook post that illustrates well what was hap-
pening to culture in Belarus in 202278.

Siarhiej Haranin, amresearcher, deputy di-
rector for research at the Jakub Kolas Institute of 
Linguistics of the National Academy of Sciences 
of Belarus’s Institution “Centre for Research of 
Belarusian Culture, Language and Literature”, was 
detained in November following the 2 November 
KGB’s “visit” to the Academy of Sciences. He 
spent ten days in the Akreścina detention centre 
under Article 19.11 of the Administrative Code for 
the “distribution of extremist materials.” Siarhiej 
was dismissed from the Academy of Sciences af-
ter serving his administrative sentence. This is 
what he wrote on Facebook: 

78 https://www.facebook.com/100010397918086/
posts/pfbid0332LMZdgjguhugQ58uSKmvFbPNXkBXbS-
dRyVrc45D5XpB7r9xdXWy4JUzcxAuftCul/.

INSTEAD OF CONCLUSIONS: 
THE DETENTION OF CULTURE

***
“I would like to thank everyone who supported and cared 
for me. I am released from Akrescina. Here is my report. 
During my detention, I read an entire course of lectures for 
my inmates on the Belarusian literature of the 11th-15th 
centuries. The number of listeners in a six-bed cell was be-
tween 18 and 31. I also listened to the lectures on: 
- Quantum mechanics,
- Japanese aesthetics,
- Pythagorean philosophy,
- Structure of a human eye, ophthalmological diseases, 
and their treatment, 
- Philosophical views of Martin Heidegger,
- Jet engines,
- History of the underwater navy from its beginning till the 
21st century, 
- A practical approach to cleansing oil waste, 
- History of the Sicilian mafia. 
I also took part in the “seminars” and “disputes” ti-
tled “February 1917 revolution in Russia” and “Greatest 
achievements of the contemporary foreign and national lit-
erature.”

https://www.facebook.com/100010397918086/posts/pfbid0332LMZdgjguhugQ58uSKmvFbPNXkBXbSdRyVrc45D5XpB7r9xdXWy4JUzcxAuftCul/
https://www.facebook.com/100010397918086/posts/pfbid0332LMZdgjguhugQ58uSKmvFbPNXkBXbSdRyVrc45D5XpB7r9xdXWy4JUzcxAuftCul/
https://www.facebook.com/100010397918086/posts/pfbid0332LMZdgjguhugQ58uSKmvFbPNXkBXbSdRyVrc45D5XpB7r9xdXWy4JUzcxAuftCul/
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